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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years many important changes in the primary determinants 

of demand for the products of the livestock and meat industry have taken 

place. From 1950 to 1962, the total population of the United States in

creased from 151 million to 186 million, or 23.1 percent, and the num

ber of consumer units increased from 48.9 million to 57.3 million, or 

17.1 percent. 

Significant changes have occurred also in the level and distribution 

of income. Per capita disposable income has risen from $1,506 in 1950 

to $2,360 in 1962, and family personal income has increased from $4,444 

to $6,916--a rise of more than 50 percent. Of greater significance, per

haps, is the fact that the percentage of consumer units in the United 

States with incomes between $5,000 and $10,000 increased from 23 percent 

in 1950 to 40 percent in 1961. 

Over the decade ending in 1962, the retail price of choice grade 

beef declined from $0089 per pound to $0.82 per pound, and the retail 

price of pork increased from $0.58 per pound to $0.60 per pound. 

These changes in the primary determinants of demand have been impor

tant factors in bringing about the increase in per capita consumption of 

beef from 62o2 pounds in 1952 to 89.1 pounds in 19620 An examination of 

the trends in population and income growth and distribution suggests even 

further increases in the per capita consumption of beef in the future. 

1 
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Far reaching changes affecting the supply of supply of beef also have 

occurred. Changes such as: (1) the growth of the feeding industry coupled 

with the expansion in feedlot capacity, (2) the decline in the ratio of 

farm to connnercial feedlots, and (3) the steady growth trend in numbers 

of cattle and calves on farms have influenced markedly some fundamental 

changes occurring in the slaughtering industry. 

As a result of the increased production by farms and feedlots, cattle 

slaughter has been increasing each year. Total cattle slaughter in Fed

erally inspected plants, which slaughtered 78 percent of the cattle in 

1960, has increased from 19 million head in 1955 to 20.3 million head in 

1962, Total cattle slaughter in non-Federally inspected plants decreased 

from 6.7 million head in 1955 to 5.7 million head in 1962. 

Not only is the total slaughter in Federally inspected plants in

creasing, but the number of Federally inspected plants is also increas

ing. Between 1955 and 1963, the number of Federally inspected slaughter

ing plants increased from 455 to 565. The increase was in evidence for 

allllOst every state in the union, but the largest increases occurred in 

Nebraska, Iowa, and Texas. 

Coinciding with the decrease in number of cattle slaughtered in non

Federally inspected plants during the period 1955 to 1960, the number of 

large non-Federally inspected slaughtering plants decreased from 952 to 

902. The number of this type of plant have decreased in more than half 

the states. In Oklahoma» however, the number increased from 27 to 37-

the largest increase over the period in any state. Medium sized non

Federally inspected plants in the United States have exhibited a net de

crease from 1,810 in 1955 to 1,712 in 1960. Significant increases in 



this size and type of plant, however, occurred in Kansas and Idaho. 

Important changes in functional specialization are also evident. 

The number of Federally inspected establishments slaughtering cattle, 

calves, hogs, and sheep and lambs in the United States declined from 147 

3 

in 1955 to 126 in 1960. Over the same time span, the number of Federally 

inspected plants slaughtering only cattle and calves increased from 119 

to 185--an increase of over 55 percent. 

Associated with the changes in the number and type of plants are 

significant changes in the technology applied to beef slaughtering opera-

tions. For many years beef cattle have been slaughtered and dressed on 

the bed-type kill floor. Efficiency levels experienced by the industry 

1 with this system were established at one head per man per hour. With 

the development of the "on-the-rail" kill floor and the associated equip-

ment, such as hydraulically operated lift platforms, cl,ehorners, hock cut-

ters and hide pullers, air-powered knives, moving top viscera tables, and 

electrically operated splitting saws and hoists, efficiency levels have 

been increased to around two head per man per hour. 

As the slaughtering industry continues to adjust to the dynamic forces 

underlying the demand for meat and the structure of supply at the farm and 

feedlot, additional specialized slaughtering facilities will be constructed, 

and newer technologies will be adopted by both present and new plants. The 

trend toward these developments prompts questions in the minds of investors 

and managers of slaughtering enterprises concerning the costs of construct-

ing, equipping, and operating ''on-the-rail'' plants. These questions have 

1 Rothra, H. L., ed., Meat Industry Trends, 1961 (Chicago, 1961) 
p. H-12. 



particular relevance to the Southern Plains area in view of the recent 

shifts in the location of packer operations towards the sources of live

stock supply and the marked increase in cattle feeding in the area. 

The developments mentioned above suggest the possibility of future 

growth in the number of "on-the-rail" beef slaughtering facilities in 

4 

the Southern Plains region. This study was conducted to provide members 

of the livestock industry with information pertaining to the costs associ

ated with the construction and operation of specialized "on-the-rail" 

beef slaughtering plants located in the Southern Plains region. More 

specifically, the study was directed to the questions: 

.(1) What are the per head costs of constructing and equipping 

alternative "on-the-rail" beef slaughter plants designed for 

operation at rates of 20, 40, 60, 75, and 90 head per hour? 

(2) What are the per head plant costs of operating each of these 

plants at output levels equivalent to 90, 95, 100, 105, 110, 

and 115 percent of rated line speed? 

(3) What is the relationship between,per head costs of dressing 

beef cattle and the size of the plant? 



CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In order to examine the per unit cost functions of a firm, a logical 

theoretical framework is neededo This section will present a brief dis-

cussion of the conventional economic theory of production commonly used 

to describe and evaluate the operations of a firm. This theory will pro-

vide the basis for estimating the relevant economic relationships needed 

in the analysis. 

A firm may be defined as an economic unit which acquires raw materi-

als, transforms them in some manner, and sells the resulting products for 

the purpose of making a profit from the transactions. The firm, in trans-

forming the raw materials into new products, operates within the limits 

of an input-output relationship known as a production function which can 

be expressed in mathematical form as: 

y = f{X1, I X2, X3,•••iXn) (2.1) 

where Y is a measure of output and Xi, X2, x3, •• o,Xn, are inputs. 

This equation would be read: "The quantity of Y produc.ed p,er unit of 

time is a function the quantity of the variable input x1 utilized with the 

fixed amounts of the inputs x2, x3, ••• ,Xn." If the form of the function 

is specified, this relationship may also be shown graphically as presented 

in Figure 1. 

In this generalized form, three possible stages of production may 

5 



exist. In Stage I, as additional units of x1 are employed, output in

creases at an increasing rate to point A. At point A the firm enters 

State II, where as the firm utilizes additional units of x1, output in

creases at a decreasing rate to point B or where total product is at a 

maximum. Then beyond point B, as additional units of x1 are employed 

by the firm, total output is diminished. The production function is 

important in the analysis of firm costs because it shows the limits to 
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quantity of output that may be obtained from various quantities of inputs. 

OUTPUT 
of 

y 

STAGE I STAGE II STAGE III 

TOTAL PRODUCT 

--=~~~~~~_._~~~~~..__~~~~~~~~~--~ 

O Input of (X1~ Xz~ x3j"••,Xn) 

Figure 1. Hypothetical Production Function. 

Assuming conditions of pure competition in the resource market, the 

total cost curve can be shown as in Figure 2. At the beginning of Stage I, 

total costs are established at OA, reflecting the cost of the fixed re-

sources X2, X3,•••,Xn• Then, as additional units of Y are produced, total 
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cost will increase at a decreasing rate to point Bo In stage II, or over 

the range of output of line BC, as additional units of Y are produced, the 

total cost increases at an increasing rateo At point B (Figure 1) the 

use of additional increments of x1 results in a decrease in total producto 

Therefore, total costs increase in the manner shown along the line CD pro-

jected (Figure 2), obviously a noneconomic range of productiono 

Cost 
of 

Inputs 
TOTAL COST 

C 

0 Quantity of Output Y 

Figure 2. Hypothetical Total Cost Function. 

This relationship between cost and output may be examined in more 

familiar terms by transforming the total costs into average or unit costso 

This is done by dividing total cost by the number of units of output. 

Figure 3 represents a typical short-run average cost curve. 

This diagram shows that in Stage I, or in the range of output from 

A to B, the per unit cost of each additional unit of output Y is decreas-

ing. At the begining of State II (point B), the per unit cost is at a 



Cost Per 
Unit Y C 

AVERAGE COST 

B 

O Output of Y 

Figure 3, Hypothetical Average Cost Function. 

minimum and is increasing throughout Stage II or from B to C, Stage III 

is again a noneconomic range of production, 

Thus far, only the short-run situation of a single variable input 

8 

and a single product has been considered. In the long-run, as techniques 

and technology of production change, it is possible to have many variable 

inputs and many combinations of inputs and outputs. For simplicity it 

will be assumed that technology remains the same in the long run, thuE!, 

the combination of fixed factors will be constant with only the quanti-

ties varied. Since in the long-run many alternative sizes of plants 

may be built, a situation as depicted in Figure 4 may occur. Each short-

run average cost curve represents _a different quantity of fixed inputs 

utilized with a single variable input. 



Cost Per 
Unit Y 

,SRAC2 
I \ 

\ /' \ 1 SRAC3· 
' , ',I 

, SRAC4 

0 Output of Y 

Figure 4. A Discrete Long-Run Average Cost Curveo 

The minimum portions of these short-run averag~ cost curves repre-

sent the long-run average cost curve facing the firm for producing vari-

ous quantities of output Y. When only a few plant sizes are possible 

because of the indivisibility of some inputs, the long-run average cost 

curve takes on a scalloped appearance as shown in Figure 4 by the solid 

line. If we assume that all inputs are perfectly divisible, an infinite 

number of short-run average cost curves can be generated. Now by draw-

9 

ing a line tangent to an infinite number of short-run average cost curves, 

a smooth, continuous long-run average cost curve is obtained. This long-

run average cost curve as shown in Figure 5 can be used by the firm as 

a planning curve, or to show economies of scale. 

The long-run average cost curve is considered an economies of scale 



Cost per 
Unit of 

Output 

0 A Output of Y 

Figure 5. Hypothetical Long-Run Average Cost Curve. 

B 

curve. This is because it depicts the change in unit costs associated 

with increases in plant sizes .and output in the long run. Three dif-

10 

ferent theoretical types of scale effects may occur. These may be: (1) 

economies of scale--as plant size increases, the average or per unit cost 

at the most efficient level of production decreases; (2) diseconomies of 

scale--as plant size increases, the average cost at the most efficient 

level of production increases; and (3) neither economies nor diseconomies 

of scale--as plant size increases, the average cost at the most efficient 

level of production remains the same. In Figure 5 the output levels from 

0 to A represent the economies of scale portion of the long-run average 

cost curve. The cost savings obtained from the larger sizes of plant 

can be credited to both physical and pecuniary economies. Examples of 

physical economies are the division and specialization of labor, better 

utilization of fixed plant and equipment, and better utilization of 
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management. Examples of pecuniary economies are quantity discounts often 

obtained by larger plants on factors of production and quantity discounts 

obtained in shipping the finished products. These two types of economies 

work together to cause the long-run average cost curve or·economies of 

scale curve to slope downward until at some point the minimum average 

cost is reached. 
I 

Diseconomies of scale, represented by the upward sloping portion of 

the curve from A to B, are usually credited to the pecuniary disecon-

omies, such as the increasing cost of management, increasing cost of 
' 

resource procurement and increasing cost of marketing beyond some size 

of plant and level of output. 

Some physical diseconomies can also exist. For example, at some 

level of output, it may be necessary to purchase additional large and 

expensive machinery in order to obtain any additional output. The nature 

of operating costs of this machinery may cause the unit cost of the entire 

output to be greater than it was with the smaller sized machinery. 

The third effect, neither economies of scale nor diseconomies of 

scale is not shown in Figure 5. It would occur only if the production 

function, hence the total cost and average cost function, were linear 

over a range of output. In the linear case, the long-run average cost 

curve would be a horizontal straight line tangent to a series of short-

run average cost curves at their respective minimum points. This would 

mean that the plant or plants involved are operating in a range where ad-

ditional increments of all resources results in uniform additional in-

creases in output. 

In applying the theory previously discussed, a modification is 

.. 



necessary o This modification, stre,ssing the time dimension for output 

variation, is discussed extensively in a study by French, Sammet, an~ 
1 

Bressler and will be dis.cussed only briefly here. 

The time dimension modification refers to plants where the rates 

of output are held constant and the total output is varied by varying 

12 

the number of hours worked per day or week. An example of this, as dis-

2 
cussed by French, Sammet, and Bressler, is cotton gins. A cotton gin, 

in order to do an efficient job of ginning, normally operates at a con-

stant rate and varies output by the hours worked per season. Therefore, 

variation in total volume and total cost results primarily from varia-

tions in total hours of operation per season. Thus cost and volume 

would be a linear function of hours as well as of each other. This 

would mean that the total cost of operating a plant would be the hourly 

cost times the number of hours the plant was operated. Thus, theoreti-

cally, the only limits to the time rate dimension would be the 24-hour 

day and seven-day work week. However, in beef slaughter operations 

there are at least two institutional factors that restrict the time 

rate dimension further. These are management-labor agreements designed 

to guarantee the employees steady employment for some minimum number of 

hours per day or week and the Federal Meat Inspection Services' require-

ments that the plant be completely cleaned at least once every 24 hours 

for sanitation purposes. 

1 B. c. French, L. L. Sammet, and R. G. Bressler, "Economic Effici-
ency in Plant Operations with Special Reference to the Marketing of 
California Pears," Hilgardia, Vol. 24 No. 19 (July, 1956), pp. 548-549. 

2 
Ibid., p.556. 
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Typical labor agreements found in slaughter plants are based on the 

eight-hour day and 40-hour work week, with a guaranteed 36-hour week and 

overtime pay for all hours over 40 hours per weeko With this type of 

situation, the firm may find that it faces a discontinuous average unit 

cost function, even though the plant is operated at a constaqt rate of 

output per houro However, in the situation where the firm desires to 

minimize unit cost and operate at close to theoretical capacity, a sec

ond shift could be employedo This would have the effect of duplicating 

the hourly costs of the first shift, so that the volume of the plant has 

been increased, but the variable production costs per hour have remained 

unchanged. 

The volume of the plant could be further increased at a constant vari

able cost by adding a third shift, were it not for the institutional re

striction of a complete cleaning each 24 hours. Ordinarily, however, plant 

volume will be adjusted around either the one-shift level or two-shift 

level by working the employees less than the full shift or by hiring over

time. If the plant volume falls below such a level that the employees 

are needed less than their minimum work week, then total labor cost for 

operating the plant becomes fixed and the hourly cost for the actual hours 

of operation increaseso If the volume of the plant increases above the 

level that can be processed during the 40-hour week, then the total cost 

of operating the plant for additional hours increases in a "kinked" man

ner because of the overtime payo This is demonstrated in Figure 60 

Under the previously assumed conditions of pure competition, the 

hiring of an additional hour of labor over the range of possible hours 

from an entire crew of workers would increase total cost linearly as 



Total 
Cost 

B 

,,// 

0 

TWO SHIFTS 

,, ,, ,, 
/ 

,, 
/ ,, 

,..C ~ A 

/ ,," 

r-------- . I - - - - --- - - - - --- TOTAL COST 

: .// 
I // 

i ONE SHIFT /~/ 

: ·. /-~/ 
I /,,-

1 

/"/ 
/'/ 

// 
/ 

/ 
D E F Time of Operation (Hours) 

Figure 6. Total Variable Cost Functions for Labor with Institutional Restrictions. 
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shown by line OA. Therefore, the variable cost of the firm would not be 

affected by the level of output. However, in slaughter plants with the 

institutional .restrictions of a minimum work week and overtime for all 

hours over 40, this does not hold. If two complete shifts are employed, 

then these institutional factors would cause the total cost function to 

take on an appearance as depicted by line OBC in Figure 6. Here the 

total cost function is shown to be constant when the plant is operated 

over the range OD. 

At point D the guaranteed weekly wage is reached and the firm has 

-the choice of hiring or not hiring additional labor, depending on the 

plant volume. Assuming that a large supply of animals is available, 

and the firm hires more labor, the total cost curve slopes linearly up

ward to point E or 40 hours. At this point the total cost "kinks" up

ward because of the increased wage rates as overtime pay begins. This 

continues to point F where it is assumed that to obtain more labor, the 

firm must hire a complete second crew. 

This has the effect of increasing the total cost by the fixed cost 

of the guaranteed 36-work hours. In working the second crew more than 

36 hours, the same effects occur to total cost as·occurred with the first 

crew. It might be added here- that it is common practice in slaughter 

plants,where two crews are employed, to divide the number of hours worked 

· as equally as possible among the crews. Therefore, if less than the maxi

mum number .hours were worked, the total cost function might appear as 

shown by the dotted line. 



CHAPTER III 

THE NATURE OF BEEF SLAUGHTERING OPERATIONS 

The application of the abstract theory of the preceding chapter to 

the problem of estimating the cost relationships relevant to slaughter-

ing firms requires information pertaining to the nature of such firms. 

In this chapter, the functions performed by slaughtering firms will be 

presented and related to the cost concepts developed in the preceding 

chapter, 

In the United States, firms conducting slaughtering operations 

range from the specialized slaughterer, who performs the basic slaugh-

tering function and a minimum of related functions, to the integrated 

type of operator, who, in addition to the basic slaughtering function, 

performs many functions pertaining to the processing of beef and its 

by-products. In this study attention is focused on the slaughter 

specialist. 

The slaughterer, like any other firm, has three general functions 

to perform--procurement, processing, and sales, These three functions 

jointly determine the, cost and revenue structure of the firm and, conse-

quently, the optimum scale ~nd location of plant (s). A satisfactory 

treatment of the procurement and sales functions would require an anal-

ysis of the spatial aspects of beef slaughtering operations. Although 
I 

extremely important, such an analysis is beyond the scope of this study. 

16 
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The processing function takes place as a sequence of stages. One such 

sequence of stages and the associated operations is presented in Figure 7 

and described below. 

The processing function is postulated to begin following the receipt 

of the livestock at the plant site. At this point the livestock are sort

ed by lot and driven into holding pens. The holding pens permit an ante 

mortem inspection to be performed and provide the necessary conditions 

for carrying an inventory of livestock with which to maintain an uninter

rupted flow. Some feeding and watering of stock may also occur at this 

stage. 

Following the holding stage, the stock are driven into catch pens, 

thence through a chute where they are admitted to the knocking pen. Here, 

each animal is carefully positioned and then stunned by means of a .22 

caliber weapon or a captive bolt stunner. 

The stunned animal is next released from the pen through eithe.r a 

vertically operated or a revolving type door to the dry landing area. 

The left hind leg is shackled, and the animal is raised to rail height 

by means of an electric hoist. By means of an automatic landing device, 

the loaded beef shackle is placed on the rail, after which it is moved 

to the bleeding pit. 

The animal is stuck and allowed to bleed freely. As soon as the 

initial flow of blood subsides, the scalping stage is performed. At this 

stage the forehead, left and right jaws are skinned, ears are removed, 

and head is cut free of the carcass and left hanging by the trachea and 

esophagus. 

Identifying tags are placed on the head and carcass, and the head is 
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Figure 7o Operations Involved in Processing a Beef Carcasso 
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removed, flushed, and prepared for inspection by dropping the tongue and 

r~moving the tonsils. 

After the head is severed, the carcass is moved along the rail to the 

next stage. Here the dewclaws are removed from the right hind leg, the 

hide is ripped open a distance about eight inches above the knee, the leg 

is skinned with an air driven dehider, and the foot is removed. 

Opening of the right butt constitutes the next stage. From the cut 

along the leg, the hide is split back to the crotch. The hide is skinned 

back taking care to minimize hide damage and the amount of fat cut from 

the carcass. The carcass is now ready for the transfer stage. 

At the transfer stage the weight of the carcass is shifted by means 
.---

of an electric hoist to a hook placed through the gam on the right hind 

leg. The shackle on the left hind leg is removed and returned to the dry 

landing area by means of a gravity return rail. 

With. the weight of the carcass on the right hind leg, skinning of 

the left hind leg can be accomplished. The dewclaws are removed, the 

hide is ripped open a distance of about eight inches above the knee, the 

leg is skinned, and the foot removed. Skinning of the left butt is then 

accomplished. 

Following the skinning of the left hind leg, a spreader hook is 

placed through the gam, the hoist motor is activated, and the right hind 

leg transferred to the spreader. The spreader maintains a four-foot dis-

tance between the two hind legs and facilitates splitting the aitch bone 

and subsequently the spinal column. 

Skinning of the forelegs can be accomplished at several points in 

the slaughtering operation. The decision regarding the choice of location 
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in the sequence of the operations depends upon the extent to which the 

location aids in balancing the line. Irrespective of the point at which 

the operations are performed, however, they include removal of the dew

claws, ripping open the hide to a distance about four inches above the 

knee, skinning the knee and shinbone, and removing the feet. 

The operations of rimming over are performed next. With a hand 

knife the cattle are opened starting from where the sticker left off and 

ending just clear of the navel. Using an air driven dehider, the hide is 

skinned back on the left and right sides clearing the brisket. At this 

point the inside of each shank is skinned back to meet the front leg 

breaker's cut. 

The next steps include opening the shanks, clearing out, skinning 

the pit of the shanks, and clearing the rosette. Clearing out entails 

a series of cuts that free the hide from the carcass back to the neck. 

Clearing the rosette includes those cuts necessary to remove the hide 

from the strip of lean along each shoulder of the carcass. 

The work proceeds next to clearing of the flanks, splitting of the 

aitch bone, and then to the rumping operations. Rumping begins where 

the butt opener left off and continues downward, level with the pin bone, 

back to the tail, and down ten inches along the backbone. 

The sequence of operations continues with dropping of the bung and 

pulling of the tail. Pulling of the tail is commonly accomplished by 

means of an hydraulic puller. The tail is first split with a hand knife 

and clamped into the puller. A pedal operates the puller stripping the 

hide free of the tail. 

In plants designed to operate at a speed of 60 head per hour or less, 
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the hide is cut away from the carcass side using the air driven dehider. 

In plants designed for speeds greater than 60 head per hour, a mechanical 

hide-puller is frequently employed. This equipment is positioned directly 

behind the carcass, and the hide on each side is clamped into the pulling 

arms. The equip~ent is activated pulling the hide away from the sides. 

The arms are then released and fells are pulled steadily downward and 

towards the worker until the hip bone is reached. 

The brisket is split by means of a small electric saw. The saw 

blade is inserted at the upper point of the brisket and guided down the 

center of the brisket bone, pushing inward slightly, and finishing in 

the center of the sticker's opening. 

Backing is accomplished by lifting the side and pulling toward the 

worker, cutting with short strokes inward to the center of the backbone 

and downward from the hip bone to the neck. These operations are per

formed on both the right and left sides. The hide is then loosened with 

a knife at the top of the loin bone, and with short knife strokes, drop

ped down to the neck gradually, so as not to tear off any fat from the 

loin, and finally skinned to the end of the neck and released. 

Following completion of the hide removal operations, evisceration 

of the carcass takes place. In plants with a capacity of less than 60 

head per hour, the belly is cut open and the viscera pulled out onto a 

paunch truck where inspection takes place prior to removal from the kill 

floor. In plants greater than 60 head per hour, the use of a moving top 

viscera table is mandatory. 

Upon completion of evisceration, the carcass is moved to a splitting 

station. Here the carcass is divided into two halves by cutting through 



the vertebral column with a power saw with as much as a two horsepower 

motor in the larger plants. At this point scribing of the chine and 

trimming of the neck and bruises may be accomplished. 
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The carcass sides are moved next to the washing station passing 

over a track scale enroute. Both the upper and lower portions of each 

side are given a thorough washing with the use of high pressure nozzles. 

The shrouding operations are performed next. The shroud, a rec

tangular cotton cloth soaked in brine, is place around the upper portion 

of the side and pinned in place. Shroud clamps are used to pull the 

shroud tightly around the side, and then the lower portion of the side 

is pinned and the neck skewers positioned. The sides are then moved 

into the chill cooler where they are generally held overnight at tem

peratures of 30-32° F. to remove the initial body heat. 

The operations performed in the coolers include transporting car

casses to the chill coolers, removal of shrouds, grading, quartering 

of sides, and assembly of orders. Grading operations will not be con

sidered in this study. E'ach side or quarter of an order is weighed 

and transported to the loadout dock where it is loaded onto a refriger

ated truck or railroad car. 

The kill floor and cooler operations comprise the heart of a beef 

abattoir. However, many essential suppot·ting operations must be per

formed if the plant is to function effectively. These supporting.oper

ations include the handling of the hides, the edible offal, rendering 

of the inedible offal, plant sanitation and maintenance, and the account

ing, clerical, and secretarial duties. 

Slaughterhouses may either sell their hides green (uncured) or they 
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may perform the curing with their own labor and equipment. In this study 

' 1 each plant was assumed to sell all of its hides green. 

The edible offal is transported, along with the other viscera, from 

the kill floor to the separate (but usually adjacent) part of the plant 

for processing. The heart, lungs, liver, and trachea (or pluck) are se-

parated, washed, trimmed, and placed in storage containers. The tails, 

tongues, boned meat from the heads, and the brains are processed with 

the pluck. Upon completion of processing, the edible offal is stored in 

35° F. coolers until sold. 

Bones, paunch contents, condemned carcasses and carcass parts, and 

blood are transported to the rendering area. The blood is pumped from 

the kill floor to the blood tanks where it is dried. Other inedible 

materials are conveyed from the kill floor to the rendering area where 

it is fed through grinders and hashers to the cooking tanks where the 

inedible tallows and greases are drawn off, thus, producing tankage 

products. 

In order to perform the previously discussed operations of slaugh-

tering, offal work-up, chilling, holding, and preparation for distribu-

tion, an investment in a group of physical resources is necessary. In 

keeping with the economic theory presented in Chapter II, these resources 

consist of both fixed and variable resources. The fixed resources, usu-

ally lump sum investments which are utilized over many production periods, 

1 
Information on the handling and curing of hides can be found in: 

A Technical-Economic Evaluation of Four Hide-Curing Methods,AgricultuJ;"al 
Economic Report No. 16, U. S. Department of Agriculture, September, 1962. 
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consist of land, plant facilities, and equipment. Once these resources 

are purchased their nature is such that the firm is faced with an annual 

cost of owning them, as well as an annual insurance cost to protect the 

investment, regardless of the level of output maintained by the plant. 

Since these annual costs do not vary appreciably over the life of the 

investment, they are considered fi-xed investment costs and are used as 

the fixed cost component of a firm's "total cost from year to year •. 

After the plant size has been selected and the fixed investment 

costs determined, the variable costs will be a function of the quantity 

of variable resources, labor, utilities, and miscellaneous supplies re

quired to operate the plant at various levels of output. The require

ments of the variable resources can be determined by time-study analysis 

and accounting record analysis of plants of similar design and rated cap

acities to the model plant. Upon obtaining the variable resource require

ments, the variable costs at several levels of production may be estimated 

and added to the fixed cost to find the total cost curve for the plant. 

This total cost curve can then be converted to an average cost curve to 

examine per unit cost. 



CHAPTER IV 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND MODEL PLANT SPECIFICATIONS 

Estimation of the various cost elements necessary to examine the 

economies of scale curve may be approached by several alternative methods. 

Two methods, the Accounting Records Method of Cost Analysis and the 

Economic-Engineering Synthetic Method of Cost Analysis, will be discus

sed. The most efficient method depends upon the specific objective of 

the study and the resources that are available. 

Accounting Records Method of Cost Analysis 

The Accounting Records Methods of Cost Analysis, as implied by its 

name, relys upon the accounting records of actual firms. The use of 

records from actual plants necessitates the selection of a sampling 

model that is consistent with the objective of the study. In a study 

of the effects of size or scale on plant costs, a minimum condition 

is that the sample be drawn from a population stratified on size. 

Once the sample has been determined, the records of the plants in 

each stratum are examined. Detailed information concerning the plants 

and their operations are recorded for analysis. Information pertaining 

particularly to fixed cost items, variable cost items, and the associ

ated volume of output are recorded. These data are used to estimate 

the average unit cost for each sampled plant. 

25 
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The average unit cost estimated for each plant is treated as a single 

observation, and a regression equation of average unit cost on volume of 

output may be fitted, thus, providing an estimate of the long-run cost 

1 
curve. 

In general, the long-run cost curve estimated by a regression anal-

ysis, LRAC2, will be above the true curve, LRAC1, primarily because few, 

if any, plants will operate continuously at that point where the short-

run average cost curve is tangent to the long-run average cost curve 

(points Pi, Figure 8), but also because not all plants will, at the 

time of the study, be employing the most recent technology. 

Cost Per Unit 
of X 

0 Output Per Unit of Time 

Figure 8. Hypothetical Long-Run Average Cost Curves. 

Further, if diseconomies of scale exist, regression analysis is 

likely to introduce a greater upward bias in this region of the curve, 

provided the sampled plants operate at volumes of output no greater than 

that which attains minimum short-run average cost. 

1 
For an example of a study employing the Accounting Records Method 

see: R. C. Linderg, and G. G. Judge!; Estimated Cost Functions for Okla
homa Livestock Auctions, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station Bul
letin B-502 (Stillwater, 1958),,, p. 13. 



Part of the foregoing problem may be handled by using only those 

records from a sample drawn from a population defined to include only 

those plants which employ the most efficient technology. Then by ob

serving the average unit costs for these plants at several operating 

levels, points such as P1, P2, and P3 may be estimated. Difficulty 

would still be encountered in estimating points such as P4 and P5 , 

unless some points of operation greater than minimum short-run aver

age cost are contained in the accounting records of plants of these 

scales, or the function form of the short-run average cost curve is 

known. 

The use of accounting data in a regression analysis encounters a 

number of additional drawbacks including the following: (1) it may 

be difficult, if not impossible, to obtain the cooperation of a suf-
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2 ficiently large number of firms operating plants of the desired sizes; 

(2) accounting records may not express the time period in which various 

resources were used, but only the date of purchase; (3) prices paid for 

the various factors of production may vary from firm to firm, and the 

accounting records may not provide a basis for making these data com

parable; (4) units of account for resource inputs may not be a uniform 

and consistent with the unit of output; (5) a satisfactory measure of 

capacity is difficult to establish from accounting data alone; (6) 

comparisons of accounting data among plants reflect the combined ef

fects of changes in proportion and changes in scale; (7) fixed costs 

taken from accounting records reflect variations in purchase date and 

2some sizes or scales of plants may not exist. 
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and rates and methods of depreciation; and (8) a study of accounting 

records may not provide a basis for comparing the relative efficiency of 

alternative methods of operation, because accounting records do not re-

veal detailed information regarding technology, work methods, delays, 

and idle time. 

Many, though not all, of the foregoing criticisms leveled against 
-

the use of accounting data in a regression analysis may be partly or 

wholely handled by supplementary data and statistical techniques. How-

ever, collection of the necessary supporting data and employment of the 

additional statistical analysis would weaken the method's primary advant-

age--a small demand on research resources. 

The Economic-Engineering Syntheti.c Method of Cost Analysi.s 

In view of some of the weaknesses of the Accounting Records Method, 

it appears that an alternative means of estimating cost relationships is 

desirable. The Economic-Engineering Method provides an alternative with 

several desirable features. 3 

Basic to the method is the division of the entire productive pro-

cess into a series of stages of production. The resource requirements 

and their relationship to alternative levels of output are determined 

for each stage for each scale of plant. Total resource requireme.nts 

3 
For a more complete discussion of this method see Guy Black, 

"Synthetic Method of Cost Analysis in Agricultural Marketing," Journal 
of!!!'!!! Economics, XXXVII (1955), ppo 270-2790 

R. G. Bressler, Jr., "Research Determination of Economies of Scale," 
Journal of Farm Economics, XXVII (1945), p. 536. 

Bo C. French, L. L. Sammet, and R. G. Bressler, "Economic Efficiency 
in Plant Operations with Special Reference to the Marketing of California 
Pears," Hilgardia, Vol. 24, No. 19 (1956), p. 581. 
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for alternative levels of output for each scale of plant can then be deter-

mined, and by application of appropriate price data, the short-run and 

long-run average cost curves can be derived. 

A prime advantage of this method is that estimates of cost relation-

ships can be provided in instances where historical records are non-

existant, span a period too short for a statistical analysis, or span 

a period which does not encompass a relevant technology. 

A second important advantage of the synthetic method is that a 

greater flexibility of analysis is possible by virtue of the requirement 

for detailed information concerning the pt·oductive process. The mass of 

input-output data permits analysis of resource price changes to be read-

Uy made. Cost curves can be developed, therefore, which facilitate 

planning in the framework of anticipated resource prices rather than 

historical prices. 

In an industry where competition is keen, there is a natural re-
f 

luctance on the part of businessmen to disclose complete, detailed 

records pertaining to the financial and production activities of the 

firm. The synthesis of cost relationships minimizes the need for ac-

cess to actual plant records. 

In addition to the foregoing, the method of synthesis: (1) permits 

analysis covering the same period of time for a comparable set of plants, 

(2) permits scale effects to be examined apart from the effects of vary-

ing resource proportions, (3) permits the use of uniform rates and methods 

of depreciation, and (4) provides a basfs for measures of efficiencyo 

Despite its advantages the Economic-Engineering Method does not 

provide a panacea for the cost analysis problemso The method does not 
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lend itself to tests by the standard measures of statistical reliability 

and important problems in the aggregation and coordination of stages may 

be overlooked. In addition, some cost items may be omitted, and because 

of the detailed analysis necessary at each stage, it is time consuming 

and expensive. 

The Methods Employed 

The approach selected to provide the cost estimates presented in 

this study combines an economic-engineering analysis of the fixed in

vestment costs and labor costs, and an accounting record analysis of 

utility costs and certain other cost items. 

The modified economic-engineering synthetic procedure was chosen 

because: (1) the Southern Plains area does not contain a sufficiently 

large number of specialized on-the-rail beef slaughtering plants of the 

necessary sizes to permit a proper statistical sample to be drawn; (2) 

many plant owners were reluctant to provide the detailed information 

required for analysis; and (3) synthesis of the utility costs proved 

impractical. For this reason accounting records were used to estimate 

the utility costs. 

General Specifications of the Model Plants 

For this analysis, the input-output relationships of five selected 

sized of plants with designed maximum kill rates of 20, 40, 60, 75, and 

90 head per hour were synthesized. Each plant is designed to comply 

with the regulations set forth by the Meat Inspection Division of the 

United States Department of Agriculture. Construction details, where 

necessary in the analysis~ are sped fi.ed in the appropriate cost 
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estimate section. 

The synthesized plants were designed to perform the general func-

tion described in the preceding chapter. Each plant, therefore, consists 

of corral facilities, a kill and dressing area, chill and holding coolers, 

an offal work-up area, an equipment cleaning area, an employee dressing 

area, a rendering department, office space, and sufficient parking space 

for employees and visitors. 

The plants are presumed to operate at the rated speed with a.single 

labor shift of eight hours duration for 255 operating days per year. 

Cost estimates were also made for each plant when operating at output 

levels equivalent to 90, 95, 105, 110, and 115 percent of the rated 

line speed. 4 To allow for output levels equivalent to up to 15 percent 

greater than the rated line speed, the capacity of the chill and hold-

ing coolers were altered accordingly. 

Data Sources 

The data requirements can be classified into the three broad 

categories of investment, operation, and other costs. Investment costs 

can be classified further into real estate, building, and equipment costs. 

Operation costs include labor, water, electricity, gas, telephone, 

laundry, repair and maintenance, and miscellaneous supplies. Other 

4, 
The output level was adjusted by varying the length of the kill 

day rather than the line speed. Although slaughtering plants do vary 
line speed to alter the level of plant output, such a practice requires 
rebalancing of the kill floor crew. No attempt was made to determine 
the adjustments in labor requirements necessary to achieve a balanced 
kill floor crew for a series of line speeds. For output levels less 
than equivalent to rated line speed a reduced length of workday was 
assumed; for output levels greater than equivalent to rated line speed, 
overtime was assumed. 
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costs include taxes, insurance, and interest.· 

Investment Costs 

Price data for real estate located in industrial tracts and suited 

for abattoir operations were obtained through the Oklahoma City Chamber 

of Connnerce. 5 Real estate requirements were synthesized from the data 

on the estimated area of each plant, associated holding pens, and park-

ing lots. 

Area requirements for the corrals, parking lots, and various sec-

tions of each plant were obtained from several sources. Data on kill 

floor areas were extracted from architectural drawings of on-the-rail 

6 systems. Area requirements for the rendering operations were developed 

7 from data reported in~ Industry Trends,~' and area requirements 

for corrals, parking lots, and all other portions of the plants were 

synthesized. 

Cost rates per square foot of kill floor, rendering, employee 

dressing, equipment clean-up, dry storage, and dock areas were taken 

8 from the rates published in~ Industry Trends, .12.§1. Cost rates 

applied to chill and holding coolers, corrals, dock aprons, offices 

and parking lots were supplied by local contracting firms. 

5 Correspondence with Mr. John Conner, Manager, Agriculture and 
Livestock Division, Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce. 

6Architectural drawings were provided by the Allbright-Nell Company, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

7H. L. Rothra, ed.,~ Industry Trends, 1961, (Chicago, 1961), 
p. H-12. 

8 Ibid., p. I-7. 
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Equipment requirements and costs for the kill floor and rendering 

operations were supplied by the Allbright-Nell Company. Refrigeration 

equipment needs were synthesized and checked against the rules of thumb 

used in the industry. Cost estimates for refrigeration equipment were 
9 . 

taken from the ASHRAE Guide !!!!!, !!.ll!! ~' 1962 and checked against 

the estimates of cost per ton of refrigeration supplied by manufacturers 

and loca1 contractors. 

Office equipment prices were obtained from manufacturers' price 

lists. Office equipment requirements were synthesized on the basis of 

the'number of office employees and their functions. 

Operating Costs 

Labor requirements for the kill floor, coolers, offal, and dock 
· 10 

operations were developed in consultation with Mr. Donald R. Hammons 

from time study data supplied by the Allbright-Nell Company and se-

lect.ed slaughtering plants. Labor requirements for the rendering oper-

ations were developed from data published in~ Industry Trends, !2.§1. 

Wag,::.· practices were based upon an agreement between th,e Texas Meat 

Packers, Incorporated, and the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher 

Workmen of North America, AFL-CIO, Local No. 540. Wage and salary data 

for office personnel were developed from information supplied by man-

agers of selected plants in the Southwest. 

9ASHRAE Guide and Data l3ook, 1962, Application f2!. Heating, Refrig
eration, Ventilating and Air Conditioning, American Society of Heating, 
Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc., New York, p. 860. 

10 Industrial Engineer, Handling and Facilities Research Branch, 
Transportation and Facilities Research Division, Agricultural Marketing 
Service, u. S. Department of Agriculture. 
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Costs for utilities, telephone, laundry, and miscellaneous supplies 

were estimated from accounting records of selected plants. Repair and 

maintenance costs were assumed to. be equal to cost derived in a Califor-

11 nia study. 

Other Costs 

The tax procedures and rates used were obtained from the County 

Assessor's Office, Oklahoma County Court House in Oklahoma City. 

The cost of insurance against losses due to fire and unexpected 

interruptions of business was estimated from rates obtained from the 

Oklahoma Inspection Bureau, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 

The interest cost of ownership or interest foregone on invested 

funds was assumed as six percent of the nondepreciating salvage value 

of the equipment and land investment and three percent of the depre-

ciable balance of buildings, equipment, and parking lots. 

11s. H. Logan, and G. A. King, Economies of Scale in Beef Slaughter 
Plants, Giannini Foundation Research Report No. 260, December, 1962, p. 93. 



CHAPTER V 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT COSTS 

The operation of a beef dressing plant requires an initial invest

ment in buildings, equipment, and real estate. To the fixed investment 

costs must be added those costs associated with variations in the level 

of output. Investment costs will be presented in this chapter and vari

able costs will be presented in the succeeding chapter. 

Construction costs were estimated for corrals, each area of the 

plant, and for the parking area. From the area requirements for the 

corrals, buildings, and parking lots, an estimate of the land require

ments was derived from which the real estate investment was estimated. 

The fixed investment costs then were converted to annual costs through 

the application of appropriate depreciation methods and rates. 

Building Costs 

The cost of constructing a beef slaughtering plant depends upon 

many factors, not all of which are considered in detail in this study. 

In this analysis it was assumed that the plants would be constructed on 

level ground in industrial areas suitable for slaughterhouse operations 

and that the plants would meet all the requirements for Federal 

35 
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1 
inspection. Cost estimates are based, insofar as possible, on the costs 

of construction in the Oklahoma City area. 

Corrals 

To· provide flexibility in purchasing cattle and to maintain an ade-.. 

quate supply of animals for plant operations, many slaughtering plants 

in the Southwest commonly maintain holding pens large enough for 1.5 

.to 3.0 days' kill. For the model plants, corral space sufficient to 

handle 2.5 times one day's kill at rated line speed was specified. 

The corral area was divided into sets of pens ten feet wide and 

twenty feet deep, each capable of holding eleven head of cattle. Cor-

rals of this type permit the separation of buyer's lots, if desired, 

and also aid in the prevention of injuries from crowding. 

Each pen was provided with a ten foot gate which, when opene.d, 

blocks the ten foot wide alley which separates the sets of pens and 

leads to the kill floor entrance. 

In compliance with the requirement of Federal inspection that a 

reasonable portion of the holding pens be covered with a weather-tight 

roof to facilitate the ante m~rtem inspection of animals in inclement 

weather, one-fifth of the pen area was covered. 

The corral fencing designed with five rails spaced at 15, 23, 33, 

45, and 60 inches from the ground, was constructed of 2 inch structural 

steel pipe. Supporting posts were 7 feet long, set 24 inches deep in 

1 For detailed requirements of Federal inspection, see!!.•_[. Inspected 
~ Packing Plants, Agriculture Handbook No. 191, Agricultural Research 
Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture (Washington, 1961). 
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concrete, and spaced on 10 foot centerso Pen floors and alleys were con

structed of 4 inch concrete with 12 inch curbs, except at gateways. 

The cost of galvanized metal roofing using pole type support was 

estimated at $1.00 per square foot. The structural steel pipe was priced 

at $.21 per linear foot and the cost of the concrete paving was estimated 

on the basis of $.45 per square foot. Details of the corral construction 

costs are presented in Appendix A, Table I. Total costs of corrals and 

other building construction for each of the model plants are presented 

in Table I. 

Kill Floor 

The kill floor is the heart of the beef slaughtering plant. Kill 

floors must be of such size and arrangement "to facilitate the conduct 
2 

of sanitary operations and the efficient performance of the inspection." 

''The rate of slaughter is dependent on the ability of the establishment 

to present carcasses, their viscera, and parts in an orderly and clean 

manner which permits a complete and efficient inspection at all times 

and does not create congestion or other objectionable conditions of 

any kind. 113 

The kill floor specifications used to estimate the cost of con

struction were taken from architectural drawings of on-the-rail kill 

floor layouts approved by the Meat.Inspection Division of the United 

2 Ibid., p. 16 

3tbid. 



TABLE I 

SYNTHESIZED BUILDING REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS, FOR THE FIVE MODEL PLANTS 

20 40 
Plant Size I ·Head Per Hour 

60 75 90 
Cost ·per Floor£ Total Floor Total Floor Total Floor Total Floor£ Total 

Item Sg, Ft, Area Costg Area£ · Cost8 Areaf Cost8 Araaf Cost8 - Area Costg 
(D-ollars) (Sq. Ft.) (Dollars) (Sq. Ft.) (Dollars) (Sq. Ft.) (Dollars) (Sq. Ft.) (Dollars) (Sq. Ft.) (Dollars) 

Kill Floor. 18.008 1,750 31,500.00 2,990 53,820.00 3,280 59,040.00 4,260. 76,680.00 5,247 94,446.00 
Chill Cooler b 1,710 23,138.00 3,13:.. 39,282.00 4,692 56,103.00 5,712 67,481.00 7,490 85;934.00 
Holding Cooler C 2,247 30,168.00 3,782 40,852.00 5,472 66,060.00 6,912 78,238.00 7,917 92,604.00 
Rendering 15.008 1,500 22,500.00 1,800 1.1,000.00 2,825 42,375.00 3,425 51,375.00 4,040 60,600.00 
Corrals d 8,BOO 8,460.20 17,800 16,889.80 27,800 26,534.90 33,400 31,033.35 39,800 37,188.95 
Employee Ores.sing 6.ooa 391 2,346.00 765 4,590.00 1,054 6,324.00 1,343 8,058.00 1,683 10,098.00 
Equipment cleari-up 6.ooa 224 1,344.00 224 1,344.00 224 1,344.00 224 1,344.00 224 11 344.0G 
Dock 15.ooa 420 6,300.00 620 9,300.00 720 10,soo.oo 720 10,aoo.oo 870 13,050.00 
Dock Apron 0.5oe 840 420.00 1,240 620.00 1,440 720.00 1,440 720.00 1,740 870.00 
Dry Storage 6.ooa 100 600.00 150 900.00 344 2,064.00 429 2,574.00 514 3,084.00 
Office 10.ooe 1,320 13,200.00 2,160 21,600.00 2,880 .· 28,800.00 3,240 32,400.00 3,600 36,000.00 
Parking lo.ts 0.56e 9,486 5,312.16 18,414 10,311.84 25,389 14,217.84 31,527 17,655.12 38,502 21,561.12 

TOTAL 28z788 145,288.36 53z077 226z509.64 76zl20 314z382.74 92l632 378l358.47 111z627 456z 780.07 

aH. L. Rothra, Editor, ~Industry~ • .!.2§.!., Chicago, 1961 were verified for the Oklahoma City area in an interview with 
Lipperd Brothers, General Industrial Contractors, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 

bTaken from. Appendix B, Tab.le II. 

cTaken from Appendix B, Table III. 

dTaken from Appendix A, Table I. 

eFigures were obtained from local contractors and verified in·an interview with Lipperd Brothers, General Industrial Contractors, Oltla
homa City, Oklahoma. 

£See text· for methods of estimating area requirements of the various departments within the plant. 

gColumn 21 4 1 6, 8, and 10 times the cost figure in column 1, excep·t for the coolers and corrals. 

I.,.) 
OC) 
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4 States Department of Agriculture. A rate of $18.00 per square foot was 

used to estimate the construction costs. 

Chill and Holding Coolers 

Upon completion of the slaughtering process, the hot beef carcass 

is moved into a chill cooler where most of the body heat is removed dur-

ing the first 24 hour period. A properly constructed chill cooler will 

remove the body heat in a minimum of time with a carefully controlled 

drying of the carcass surface. 5 In recent years the industry practice 

has been to remove about one-half of the total heat load during the 

6 
first one-third of the chill cycle. 

Properly constructed holding coolers provide storage for the car-

casses under optimum conditions of temperatu·re, humidity, and air motion. 

Proper design of these coolers is important to the elimination of exces-

sive shrinkage, bone taint or sour rounds, surface slime or mold, dis-

coloration, and freezing. 

Chill and holding coolers are built in a great variety of sizes and 

4Architectural drawings from which the kill floor area requirements 
were taken were provided through the courtesy of the Allbright-Nell 
Company. 

5ASHRAE Guide and Data ~' 1962, Applic?.tion for Heating, Refrig
eration~ Ventilating and Air Conditioning, p. 339. "A 
certain dryness of the carcass surface is necessary during storage to 
prevent formation of surface slime. Exposed beef muscle chilled to an 
actual temperature of 36° F. will not slime readily if dried at the sur
face to a water content of 90 percent of dry weight (47.4 percent of 
total weight). Such a surface is in vapor pressure equilibrium with a 
surrounding atmosphere at the same temperature (36° F.) and 96 percent 
relative humidity. In practice, a room atmosphere at 32 to 34° F. and 
90-95 percent relative humidity will maintain a well chilled carcass in 
nonsliming condition." 

6 H. L. Rothra, ed., Po H-l2a 
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shapes, usually being designed to meet the particular needs of the individ-

ual plant. Several important factors involved in the design of coolers 

are: (1) the type and amount of construction materials used, (2) the 

amount and type of product to be handled, (3) the cooler room temperature 

to be maintained, (4) the out.door temperature, (5) the amount and size of 

electrical equipment in th~ cooler, {6) the number of individuals working 

in the coolers, (7) the frequency of air changes, and (8) the orientation 

of the coolers to the compass. 

No attempt was made in this study to provide detailed specifications 

for chill and holding coolers. Although certain construction detail was· 

assumed to aid in the estimation of refrigeration equipment needs, these 

7 specifications were not used to estimate construction costs. 

To estimate the chill cooler size, the following specifications were 

employed: (1) the rails were spaced on three foot centers with an allow-

ance of 30 inches of rail space per carcass, (2) an allowance of two feet 

was made on each rail for space used by switches, and (3) all rails were 

spaced three feet from any obstructions. Sufficient rail space was pro-

vided to allow for a kill equivalent to that which would result from aper-

ating at 115 percent of the designed line speed. The total area required 

for the chill coolers was determined on the basis of the foregoing speci-

fication. A rate of $4.00 per square foot of exterior wall was used to 

estimate the construction costs not including the costs of doors, floor 

drains, and railing. The cost of these latter items is reported in 

7When construction of an actual plant is contemplated 9 detailed 
specifications should be obtained from competent architects and engineers 
specializing in packing plant design~· construction, and equipment. 
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Appendix B, Tables II and III. 

The procedure employed to estimate the area requirements for the 

holding coolers was the same as for the chill coolers. However, in the 

holding coolers railing was spaced on two and one-half foot centers 

with an allowance of 24 inches of rail space per carcass. 

Dock ;and Apron 

A loading dock 10 feet wide, used for transferring carcasses and 

edible by-products from the refrigerated areas of the plant into trucks 

or railroad cars, was provided along the length of the narrow side of 

the holding cooler. To comply with the requirements of Federal inspec

tion, a dock apron 20 feet wide and extending the length of the loading 

dock was also provided. 

A rate of $15.00 per square foot was used to estimate the con

struction cost of the dock and a rate of $.SO per square foot was used 

to estimate the construction cost of the dock apron. 

Rendering 

Slaughtering plants have a wide range of alternatives facing them 

with respect to the method of handling by-products. At one extreme, 

all the by-products may be sold to commercial rendering firms. At the 

other extreme, plants may engage in extensive by-product processing. 

For the purposes of this study, it was assumed that each of the 

model plants sold their hides daily on a green basis and that only 

inedible rendering operations would be conducted. 

The space requirements and the cost of construction for the render

ing department were based on information taken from the estimates 



8 reported in~ Industry Trends, 1961. 

Equipment Clean-up and Dry Storage 
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Most of the equipment used in a slaughterhouse is cleaned in place. 

The trolleys, however, are removed from the rail and transported to the 

equipment cleaning area. Here the trolleys are cleaned, rinsed, and 

oiled in a three section vat prior to reuse. 

Each of the model plants was provided with an equipment cleaning 

area equal to 224 square feet. A cost rate of $6.00 per square foot 

was used to estimate the cost of the equipment clean-up area. 

Stocks of items such as boxes, strapping, extra trolleys, aprons, 

shrouds, and general supplies require a dry storage area in each plant. 

The amount of space allocated to this function varies widely. The area 

specifications used in this study were obtained from selected plants 

in the Southwest. 

A rate of $6.00 per square foot was used to estimate the cost of 

construction the equipment clean-up and dry storage areas. 

Employee Dressing 

Federally inspected slaughtering establishments are required to 

provide dressing rooms properly separated from toilet rooms by tight, 

full height walls or partitions. 

Employee dressing rooms meeting the requirements for Federal in

spection were specified for each of the model plants. The area of the 

dressing room was estimated on the basis of 17 square feet per production 

8 
Ibid., pp. G-8 and I-7. 
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employeeo A rate of $6000 per square foot was used to estimate the cost 

of the dressing roomso 

Offices 

Three types of offices are found in a packing planto These consist 

of a general officej a manager's office, and the Federal inspector's 

officeo The size of these offices varies widely among plants except that 

the inspector's office must be at least seven feet by nine feet in size. 

The size of the manager's office and the general office often reflects 

the personal preference of the manager more than any other factor. 

The office space for the model plants was estimated on the basis of 

360 square feet for lobbies and hallways plus 120 square feet for each 

office employeeo 

The cost of constructing office space can vary greatly depending 

upon the type of materials used in finishing. Tastes in office decor 

vary widely and are reflected in the cost of the office space. A rate 

of $10.00 per square foot was used to estimate the cost of the office 

space in the model plants. 

Parking lots are required by packing plants for the use of the 

plant employees and visitorso For the model plants, an area of 9 feet 

by 30 feet (including the drive area between lines of cars) was alloca

ted for each employee. An area equal to ten percent of the total employee 

parking area was provided for visitor parking. 

A rate of $0.56 per square foot of asphaltic concrete was used 

to estimate the cost of parking lot construction. 
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Real Estate Cost 

In determining the amount of land needed for a new plant, considera-

t1on must be given to: (1) the amount of space needed for the buildings, 

corrals, parking lots, and landscaping, (2) plans for future plant expan-

sion, (3) expectations with regard to the future price of adjacent tracts 

of real estate, and (4) the available supply of investment capital. 

In this study, no assumptions were ventured with respect to items 

(3) or (4). However, provision was made for an expected expansion in 

chill cooler facilities equal in size to the original chill cooler. In. 

addition to the provision for expanded chill cooler facilities, sufficient 

real estate was provided for the construction of the corrals, various 

plant departments, and parking lots as described above. 

Values of land suitable for slaughtering plant sites in the Oklahoma 

9 
City area ranged from $1,500 per acre to $10,000 per acre. In the ab-

sence of any good criteria for assigning values in this range to particu-

lar scales of plant, a cost of $4,356 per acre was arbitrarily selected 

as the basis for estimating the magnitude of the real estate investment 

for the model plants. These costs are presented in Table II. 

Equipment Costs 

The equipment needs of the slaughtering plants considered in this 

study may be placed in four general categories: (1) kill floor and 

supporting operations, (2) inedible rendering, (3) refrigeration, and 

9 
Land values were obtained through correspondence with Mr. John 

Connor, Manager, Agriculture and Livestock Division, Oklahoma City, 
Chamber of Conunerce, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
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(4) office. The specification of equipment for the kill floor and in-

edible rendering operations was provided by the Allbright-Nell Company 

and are presented in Appendix C, Table I • 

. TABLE II 

LAND REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS FOR THE FIVE MODEL PLANTS 

Plant Size Future Total Annual Cost 
Head Per Plant Expans~on Total Landd of 

Area a Area C e Hour Area. Cost. Interest 
(Square Feet) (Dollars) 

20 28,788 1,710 30,498 3,049.80 182.99 

40 53,077 3,132 56,209 5,620.09 337. 20. 

60 76,120 4,692 80,812 8,081.20 484.87 

75 92,632 5,712 98,344 9,834.40 390.06 

90 111,627 7,490 119,117 11,911.70 714.70 

a 
Taken from Table I. 

b 
Since the chill cooler limits the capacity of the plant, an area 

equal to the size of the present chill cooler is allowed for future ex
pansion. 

C Sum of columns 2 and 3. 
d 
Column 4 times $0.10 per square feet. 

eAn interest rate of 6 percent was applied to column 5. 

No attempt was made to estimate the specific items of refrigeration 

equipment required for each scale of plant. The capacity of the equip-

ment was estimated in terms of tons of refrigeration required to remove 

the total heat load. The procedures used in obtaining these estimates 
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10 
were taken from Gunther and checked against the information published 

in the ASHRAE Guide .!ru!l!!t!~, 1962, and against the general rule 

of thumb of one ton of refrigeration per ton of beef. The specification 

and assumptions used in estimating the total heat load are presented in 

Appendix Band Appendix B, Table I. 

Estimates of the cost of refrigeration equipment varied considerably 

among the manufacturers contacted. The cost rates used for the model 

plants were taken from those published in the ASHRAE Guide and~ Book, 

1-962. 11 Th i d f h f e est mate cost o t ere rigeration equipment is reported 

in Table III. 

Office equipment requirements were synthesized on the basis of the 

functional operations of the office and the number and type of personnel. 

Cost rates for the various items of office equipment were taken from 
12 

prices supplied by the purchasing office, Oklahoma State University. 

Total costs of the office equipment are presented in Table III. 

Annual Cost of Investment 

Since the services of buildings, equipment, and real estate are 

used over many production periods, they may be considered as flow re-

sources and converted to annual costs by amortizing the investment over 

10 . · 
R. C. Gunther, Refrigeration,!!!, Conditioning, and Cold Storage, 

Chilton Co. (Philadelphia, 1957), pp. 1125-1130. 
11 

ASHRAE Guide .!ill!.~ Book, 1962, Application for Heating, Refrig-
eration, Ventilating and~ Conditioning, American Society of Heating, 
Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc., New York,. p. 860. 

12 
The cost rates used do~ include discounts arising from purchase 

by a state agency. 



TABLE IIL 

TOTAL EQUIPMENT COSTS AND ANNUAL EQUIPMENT DEPRECIATION COSTS FOR THE FIVE MODEL PLANTS 

Plant Tort of Refrigerat;ion . Refrigerat.ion 
Size Eguiement Reguired8 _E!l!:!iE!!!!ent Cost Kill Floor -Rendering Office Total E.quipmerit ·Balance . Annual 

11.ead Per Chill Hold.ing Per -Equipm3nt Equi~nt Equi~nt Equ:l.pmtnt Sal var For h Depreciation 
Hour Cooler. Cooler Total Tonb Totalc _Cost Cost - Cost Cost Value De reciation - Cos ti 

Number) Dollars) Dollars) 
20 43 12 55 772.00 42,46o.oo 33,000.00 65,000.00 6,481.44 146,941.44 14,694.14 132,247.30 6,904.03 
4o 84 22 106 744.oo 78,864.oo 62,000.00 114.,000.00 10,34.3.28 265,207.28 26,520.73 238,.686.55 12,399.78 
6o 125 30 155 715.00 110,825 •. 00 75,000.00 126,000.00 14,302.94 326,127.94 32,612.79 293,515.15 15,319.4o 
75 157 41 198 701.00 138,798.00 120,000.00 150,000.00 17,871.05 426,669.05 .:42, 666. 90 384,002.15 20,004.}l 
90 210 50 26o 677.00 176.,020.00 130,000.00 150,000.00 21,312.71 477,332.71 47,7}3.27 429,599.44 22,439.04 

"'-see Appendix .. B, an<l· .App:eridix :B Tables I, II,•nd IlI for assumption and speci:ficat:ions .u·sed in estimaU.ng equipment require-nts. 

bCost figures taken .from :the~ Guide ~!!.!£!!:Book _.!2§g, A(!plication for Heating Refrigerating Ventilating ~Air Conditioning, American 
Society of Heating, Refri-gerat:ing, and Air C9nditioning Enginee.rs, lnc., New York, page 860. 

cColumn 4 ·times .Column 5. 

~Jluipment costs sup.plied •by the Albright-Nell Co .• ,. Chicago .• 

e . . - - . . . 
Cost fi.gures secured from· Office Supply Companies--and app:Lied to -equipment lists .in Ap.pendix ·c., Table I .• 

£Sum of Columns 6, 1, 8,. and 9. 

gAssumE!Q to: he 10 ,percent of -.origiIUll ,cost. 

~Column 10 less. column 11 .• 

iSum o.f Columns 6, 7-, .. and 8, less 10 percent' salvage value divided .by 20 years_, :plus ,column 9 le.as 10 ·percent salvage value divide.d by 10 years. 

.t:-, 

...... 

.. 



a suitable time period" The length of the amortization period depends 

on the policy of the firm. 

Depreciation of buildings and equipment consists of: (1) depre-

ciation from actual wear and tear associated with use, and (2) depre

ciation from obsolescence due to technological changeso 13 

Depreciation of buildings and equipment, especially where build-
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ings and equipment are maintained, is difficult .to measure empirically. 

Data on the depreciation of buildings and equipment due to wear and 

tear are scarce and to know depreciation from obsolescence is to know 

the futureo The impracticality of estimating the three components of 

depreciation separately leads to an alternative, commonly used, pro-

cedure which attempts to estimate the loss in value of all three 

simultaneously. 

The annual depreciation cost for buildings was estimated by divid-

ing the total cost of the building, including estimated architectural 

costs, by the estimated useful life of the buildings. For all equip-

ment, an estimate of the salvage value was subtracted from the total 

14 
cost before dividing by the estimated useful life. The annual de-

preciation cost for buildings is presented in Table IV, and t.he: annual 

13 
Land was not considered for depreciation purposes because its 

services are not affected by extent of use, the ravages of time, nor 
obsolescence. 

14 
The salvage value of all equipment was assumed to be equal to 10 

percent of the initial cost. Buildings were ~ssumed to be fully depre~ 
ciated in 25 years. The estimated useful life of buildings and equip
ment were taken from U. s. Treasury Department~ B~reau of Internal 
Revenue, Income Tax Depreciation and Obsolescence, Estimated Useful 
Lives and Oepreciation Rates, Bulletin "F11 revised Jam.llary jl 1942 
(Washingtotls, 1948), pp. 55-56. 



TABLE IV. 

ANNUAL DEPRECIATION, INSURANCE, AND INTEREST COSTS FOR THE BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT 

Plant Size Archi- Total Building 
.Heac! Per BuildiRg tecturgl Buildigg Depreci3tion 

Hour Costs Costs Costs Cost 

20 145,288.36 8,717.30 154,005.66 6,16o.23 
4o 226,509.64 13,590.57 24o.l00.21 9,6o4.oo 
60 314,382.74 18,862.96 333,245.70 13,329.83 
75 378,358.47 22,701.50 401,059.97 16,042.40 
90 456,780.07 27,4o6.8o 484,186.87 19,367.47 

aTaken from Table I. 

bA figure of 6 percent of total building costs was used. 

cColumn 2 plus column 3. 

dColumn 3 divided by 25 years. 

eColumn 3 plus total equipment cost taken from Table III. 

Total Cost o·f Insured value Annual Annual Equipment 
Buildings & of Buildingl Insurance Intereit Depree if t ion 
Eguiemente E~iement Costg Cost Cost 

300,947.10 24o, 757.68 337.06 9,028.41 6,904.03 
505,307.49 404,245.99 565.94 15,159.22 12,399.78 
659,373.64 527,498.91 738.49 19, 781.21 15,319.40 
827,729.02 662,183.22 927.06 24,831.87 20,004.31 
961,519.58 769,215.66 1,016.90 28,845.59 22,439.04 

fThe Oklahoma Ins.pection Bureau recommended practice is to insure buildings and equipment for 80 percent of their original cost. 

gAn estimated fire and business interruption insurance rate of $0.14 per $100.00 was obtained from the Oklahoma Inspection Bureau, 2000 
Classen Building, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma and was applied to column 6. 

hAn interest rate of 6 percent was applied to one-half of column 6. 

1raken from Table III. 

jSum of columns 5, 8, 9, and 10. 

Total 
Annual 
Cosd 

22,429.73 
37,728.94 
49,168.93 
61,805.64 
71,729.00 

~ 
I.O.~-
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depreciation cost for equipment is presented in Table III. 

In addition to depreciation costs, the firm must face the cost of 

the interest foregone on the funds invested. An interest rate of six 

percent was applied to the real estate investment and to the nondepre-

ciating salvage value of the equipment. A three percent rate was applied 

to the depreciable balance of the buildings, equipment, and parking lots. 

The interest charges for the model plants are presented in Table IV. 

Of concern to any company when examining their annual fixed costs 

is the amount of personal property taxes they will have to pay. For the 

purposes of ,this study, ,personal property taxes were computed by the 

15 procedures and with the rates presently used in Oklahoma County. 

Since tax rates vary to some extent among tax districts, an average 

rate of $7.69 per $100.00 of assessed valuation, typical of the indus-

trial areas of Oklahoma city, was used. The assessment value of the 

plant, usually some percentage of actual market value, was d,termined 

by assessing the model plants at the followi.ng rates: 25 percent of 

the market value of land, buildings, and parking lots; and 35 percent 

of the value of the equipment. 

The full tax rate was applied to the assessed value of the land, 

buildings, and parking lots (for personal property tax purposes no de-

preciation is allowed on these). Since the value of the equipment is 

decreasing over time, application of the full tax rate to the assessed 

valuation would be overestimating the taxes of the plant. For this 

15 Procedures used and tax rates applied were obtained from the 
County Assessor's Office, Oklahoma County Court House, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma. 
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reason~ the salvage value of the equipment was subtracted and a tax rate 

of $3.845 per $100.00 (equal to one-half of the full rate) was applied to 

the depreciable balance. The salvage value, which does not depreciate, 

was taxed at the full rate. 

Personal property taxes must also be pa.id on the average number of 

animals and carcasses owned by the plant. The current practice in 

Oklahoma County is to average the number of head on hand January 1 

and December 31 of each year and assess each head at a value of $20.00. 

The tax rate of $7.69 per $100.00 of assessed valuation is then applied 

to the assessment to determine the taxes. The tax costs for the model 

plants are listed in Table V. 

Insurance against losses due to fire and unexpected interruptions 

of business is carried by most slaughtering plants to protect their in-

vestment. Rates for both of these types of insurance are determined 

by the Oklahoma Inspection Bureau in Oklahoma City. Several factors such 

as the exposure to the elements, accessibility cf the plant to fire de-

partment equipment, and buildi.ng construction affect the insurance rate, 

but the most important factor is whether the plant is equipped with a 

sprinkler system. For example, rates for slaughtering plants which are 

equipped with sprinkler systems range from $0.08 t.o $0.50 per $100.00; 

whereas, rates for similar plants not equipped with s·pdnkler systems 

16 range from $0.80 to $2055 per $100.00o Because of the additional 

fire protection provided and the lower insurance t'ates involved, the 

model plants were specified to be protected by sprinkler systemso 

16 
Rates obtained from Oklahoma Inspection Bureau, 2000 Classen 

Building, Oklahoma City, Okla.homao 



TABLE V 

ANNUAL PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX COSTS FOR THE FIVE MODEL PLANTS 

Plant Assessed Taxes on Assessed 
Size Real Taxes on Assessed Assessed Equipment Value of 
Head Estatea .· .. ·Real b Equipmegt Taxes ond Salvage Salvag1 Cattle Taxes oR 

Per Hr. Value , . .. Estate .. Value . Equipment Valuee Value Inventoryg Cattle 

20 39,263086 3,019.39 46,286055 1,779072 5,142.95 395.49 6,000.00 46lo40 
40 61,430.28 4,723099 83,540.29 3,212.12 9,282.25 713080 12,000.00 922.80 
60 8011615.98 6,199089 102,730030 3,949098 11,414048 817017 18,000.00 111384.20 
75 97,048022 7,463000 134,400075 511167.71 14,933041 1,148038 22,520.00 1, 73L 79 
90 12411024.64 9,537.49 150,359.80 5, 78L33 16,706064 1,284074 2711000.00 2,076030 

8Twenty-five percent of actual market value of land, buildings, and improvements. 

bA tax rate of $7.69 per $100.00 of assessed valuation in column. two was usedo 

cThirty-five percent of actual market value, less the salvage value of the equipment. 

Tota\ 
Taxes 

5,656.00 
9,5720 n 

12,41L84 
15,510088 
18.679086 

dSinee' value of the equipment i~ being depreciated out over time, a t.ax rate equal to one-half the 
tax rate (0.5 times 7.69 equals 3.845) per $100.00 was applied to column four. 

eThirty-fjve percent of the salvage value of the equipment. 

fA tax rate of 7.69 per $100.00 was applied to the assessed salvage value in column six since sal
vage value is assumed not to depreciate over the llfe of the equipment. 

gPersonal property' tax on cattle is· based on an average of the cattle on hand January 1 and 
De~ember 31 of the tax year, including both live and dressed animals. For the purpose of this study, 
two days normal kill is assumed to be the average. These cattle are assessed at $20.00 per head. 

hA tax of 7o69 per $100.00 was applied to assessed value of cattle. 

i Sum of columns 3, S, 7, and 9. 

Source: The procedures used for assessment and tax rates applied to assessments were obtained from the 
County Assessor's Office, Oklahoma County Court House, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 

\Ji 
N 



In computing the insurance, a cost rate of $0ol4 per $100000 was 

17 
applied to 80 percent of the cost of the buildings and equipmento 

The $0014 rate was selected from the lower end of the range because 

the model plants were asswned to approximate "ideal" riskso The in-

surance cost ori the buildings and equipment are listed in Table !Vo 

17 
Present practice is to insure buildings for 80 percent of their 

53 

valueo One hundred percent coverage is offered only at. a much higher rateo 
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of some particular ma.ximumD efficient llenrelL of output in a giveii 

supply of cattle, however, may suggest the need to operate the plant 

at othet· than the designed level o.f output. 

operating levels were considered. Tb.e. lo•.wtEJst llervel b1v~etigated 

was at an output lewel equivaleri.t to 90 ~er~e'ilt of the out.put a.U:ain= 

11 able at the rated Hne Sl[l)eed. The 'hiihest liet.i·e).1. invest:tgated was 

line speed. 

17the output attdna.ble at the :r.ai.t(t1d line rsipieed is cle:Hnaid &.s 
1. 5 hours (eight hours lesfBl two 15 mi.nutil'l 1b1t.®1,1.kfiil) timeB t.hc:i cr;'a\t~d 
H1tM? speed for the pal'ti«::uJLai.r sc.alce of ;!)>1i'lmt, i.®. D 20 9 40D 60 9 75D 
o:r. 90 head per hour for the ple.nts COKl\@i@(cnred! i!ii! this ztucly., 

54 



Labor Costs 

Apart from the cost of the livesto©k input, wages and salaries 

constitute the largest expense item in the meat packing industry. 18 

Changes in the cost of the labor input may arhe from. changes in the 

size of the work force or from changes in the length of the work 

55 

week. In this study only changes in the length of the work week were 

conside:r:ed.19 

Labor specifications for the kill fllocor 9 c:oolers 9 and supporting 

Mr. Donald a. Hammons from time study a~alysis supplied by the 

· Allbright-Nell Company ai!lld selected slaughtering plants. La'bor rem 

published in Meat Indust;x TrendsD .!2fill,,• Req~ir~ments for office 

personnel, Appendix D, Table II~· we:n symitbediaed oltl\ the baS1ie c.1f t.he 

functions to be performed and dirscussions with !ileve1rd packing ,1ant 

managers. 

The wages of the production workers ~ere based\ on an agre~ment 

between the Texas Meat Packers 9 Inc. a~d the Altalg/fU.i~ted Meat Cutters 

and Butcher Workmen of North America:) Art~CIIOv Local No. 540. 2.0 

18Financial Facts about Sb!, !J!.a.t Pa«::kiimg lnc:h1flt:cy 9 Deli»&rtment 
of Marketing, American Meat In.stitute 9 (Chicago 9 1962). 

19changes in the size of the l&bor force e~tail reb~lffincing of 
tb.e kill floor crew for each kill level. time .stuid\y dat.ai for ®ucb an 
analysis was not available for use in this studyo D~t~ pert@ining 
to the changes in cost associated with @hang®s in the size of the 
work force would also be needed. This tyJP)e of d&t<!ll. d@o l~&\S not 
available. 

20Agreement betwee~ Texas Meat Pac:kers, In~. ~nd Am.a1garr.ated 
Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen of No~th Ame~i~~ 9 AWL=CX0 0 tocal No. 
540, effective November 11, 1964. 
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The wages of salaried workers wera d.ei·o>cdoped on the basis of conversa ... 

tions with packing plant managers. Th~ wage and salary scales used 

in this study are presented in Appendix D, Tabl~s lp lap $nd II. 

Total wage costs are showira in Table VI. 

Two additional variable costs directly as1o~iated with the num-

ance. It is required by law that Social Security tax be paid on all 

employees and general liability and workm.~nvs ~omp~~sation should be 

effective in 1963a64 st~t&I that So~i&l St~~rity t~x at & ~at~ of 

3.625 percent must be paid on wages paid to employees to a maximum 

of $4,800 per employee. Wages over $49 800 ~er employee a~® not 

taxable for Social!. Security purposes. The S0c:ii11ll Security t~ c10sts 

for the six levels of production are list~d in Table Vl. 

·, 
pensation is carried is a decision of the individu~l firmo However 9 

for these types of coverages are the same for .all isl~·1.J1ghter pbmits 

in the state and were obtained froin a local i~~ur~n~e ~gent. 21 A 
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TABLE VI 

ESTIMATED T.O'EAL OOST.S OF LABOR a 

Plant Percent Social 
S.ize Rated Secu:r"' 
Head/ Line KiU.b Supporting Sall.sided ity lll'll.SU'.t'"' 

Bour S91ed floor 02eir~tionsc Pef.~.'2!!mielL d tax gee Total 
(Dollars) 

90 47 9 387 51»138 52sl00 49752 8,244 1639621 
95 49,842 53., 786 52,100 4 9 924 8,553 169,205 

20 100 52,29,6 56iA34 529100 5,054 8l)863 1749 747 
105 559970 609408 529100 59192 9i, 327 182» 997 
110 59,663 649383 52,100 5,280 9,792 1919218 
115 63,347 68,358 52 9 100 59285 lOv:256 199 9 34,6 

90 80,340 106,478 106,600 9,010 16,031 318,459 
95 84,499 111,985 1069600 9»348 16,617 3299059 

40 100 88,658 117,492 106,600 9 9 632 17,203 339,585 
105 94,892 125,762 1069600 9,977 18,083 355l)314 
110 101»145 134,032 106 9 600 109247 18,963 310,987 
115 107 9 388 1429202 l06v60IO 109266 lL9 9 824 386 9 280 

90 128,023 126,540 150/500 129411 229429 439,903 
95 134,646 133,084 150 9 500 129876 23,227 4549333 

60 100 141,269 1399627 1509500 139274 249 032 468 9 702 
105 151»189 149,4,55 1509500 13i,719 25~230 490pl53 
110 161,149 159~283 ].50,500 149190 26, 4,24 SU 9 546 
115 171,090 169,111 150,500 14,245 27,623 532,569 

90 1569875 1660175 196,900 15 9 3£i,ll. 289'161 564,058 
95 164,990 114,766 1969900 15,933 ·. 29,781 .5829370 

75 100 173,105 1839358 196 9 900 16,455 30,794 600,61:2 
105 185,265 196,262 196 9 9Jij() 11 9 1:28 , 32/314 6:21,869 
110 1979466 209,166 196,90(1) 119668 339837 6550031 
115 209,646 222,071 196v ~;oo li'v1'25 3.5!)358 681,100 

90 194,379 209,7.95 226»000 ll.81,)676 35,093 683,94:3 
95 204 9 496 220,640 226, Cllll)Q) 19 9 418 36,364 70699].8 

90 100 214,555 231 9 485 226»000 2lC1»083 37,632 729,755 
105 229»623 247:,775 226!)000 20,935 39,534 763»867 
110 244»751 2649066 226,000 21 0 613 41 9 440 797 9 870 
115 259»848 280,356 226,000 21 9 683 43,343 831 9 23(1) 

a . · AU. cost itexu rounded to ne,~l'e:@t d(-,n~r., 
b ' 

Taken from Table Vlo 

cTaken from T~ble VIlo 

dTaken from ?able VIII. 



pa.yroll. The rate for the wot·kn1.ari Os C':omJPlensat:i.ora :i.z1.sura.nce for all 

employees other t:1:um clerical!. is $5. 92 pier $:!l.00. 00 of :p!i!i.yroUo For 

the clerical employees i.t is $0.12 pet' $100.00 of payroUo Also~ 

there is charge of $25.00 per JP)Olicy foI' all phi.nu p·wlrchashig 

workm.an°s compensation insurance. 

The insurance costs for bot~h. ger1e:ired ll:LsbUi.t.y &.mvd wo:rkm.sin ° s 

compensation are listed in Table VI. 

The availabillity of .an ei.dequate SUjp1ll)lly «)f ear~h ut:Uity is im"' 

portant to the operation of a slaughtering p13J!tiAt. L,irn:ge ei.\'l'AOUTil.ts 

of electrici.ty .9!.t'e r.arquired for thei opreit'<'!l(t::!t.oim of th9 11!'.lle(rtit·ittd 

equipment used including the ll.a:rge m.oto:re: <ll!.sso~i.atreidl w:U:h t!b\lS 

rendering and refrigerating func t:tons. S:ubi:'l t&lll'iltL'i\l quarl\t:l ties of 

wate:r at'e consumed in washi.r.i.g ca:re&.1.®SE!S ~mil.d edli'blLe of fa:JL 8 :i.ti JPh.!llt 

cleanup operations, a:nd in the rew:l.eiJCing OJPl®lr.'aUoIDJ.s. N/<!,!.tural g~IS 

is used primarily fo:r head.r.big t.be XMOtilre:fdg~:rr;'f:J.teicll wox'k a:re~s in the 

winter season, amid for the heating of 'boU@ll."8 .. 

Electricity 

Data obtained f:rom the ac(Cotmti1ng rieeordm <of ~iis\leGt.Eid EJlaughtei>, 

ing ph:nts were used to est:imai.tGi:> by U.ne®.lt mi\ll)l.U~le Z:'eg;ire2s:i.1Dn, t.he 

relationship between the n1.1m'ibe:r of kilow&i1.tts <e©n®tllmredl Jf'>(3l' momtt.h; 

afil\d, (1) the number ro:f head slaughterred p>IB!ll." lllil©Eiltlbt, U,) th@ &ve:rag~ 

hourly :rate of daughter~ and (3) the ll!ll®<ffilli\ ©\\!Jtdoo!l'.' te1:11~eras;;urisi. 
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On the basis of the usu.al statisti~al cr:l..t.eria for goodµess of 

fit~ only the estimate for the 90 head pell:' hou:r pl&ll"!lt produced satis= 

22 
factory results. Several alt1:ar11·u,1tive mod.ell formu1at.i.ons 9 whfoh 

Electrical consumption. for the 90 head pe:r bour plant was 

cients of which are shown in Table VII. Estimates of the e.1.ectrical 

the coefficients estimated for the 90 head pe:r hour i?>lant, except 

the coefficient connecting monthly kilowatt consumption with the 

variable, he.ad per hrour, WM mt.tltipled by a fact.or eqi..\\al to the 

the rated line speed of the 90 head per hour planto The constant 

accounting records data from the estimates :from the fa,m.ctional 

.equations summed to zero. 

22..rhe coefficient of mu1tipl~ det~:rminati~n wa~ eGtim@ted ~t 
.8675. The 11 t 11 statistic for the ·17SJ.·r::L,:1,bl® hea\<cll )F)Ellr m©u.t.b 9 t.e.ripe:ra= 
tu.re 0 r~ and head per hour were est:tm.atedl a1t 5.10 9 4.M-~ a:nd =3.5» 
respectively~ with eight deg:ree:s of f:rce®~(\)ll!t. R@tim.Sltes of tk?.e 
coef ficient:s of the :rcdat.ic,n13hi)PJ a;re )f'!lt'esented :tmi 'JraJble V:i'.lo 
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electrical equipment and equipme~t of greate~ size, the length of 

time the equipment must be operated t o a~comod~te a fixed ch&nge 

in the number of animals slaughtered is less than for the smaller 

scal e plants. It was assumed that the differences in time required 

offset the effects of the differences i~ size and amount of equip= 

ment. 

TABLE VU 

ESTIMATED FUNC'!'IONAL COEFFICIENI'S FOR EJI..ECTRl~:.C'~ EQUATIONS 

Plant Size Dependent Consta~t Coe£ fic:ient Temper<"&t ure Coefficient 
Head/Hour Variabl e Term Head/Month Coefficient Head/Hour 

20 K.W.H./mo. 38, 763 2.833ll75 636.762 .-.2009 

40 K.W.H. /mo. 1259433 5. 666351 ].:273. 524 =2009 

60 K.W. H./mo. 210 p052 8.4,99952 ].9ll0. 305 ~2009 

75 K.W.H./mo. 274p203 10. 624472 2387 . 881 =2009 

90 K.W.H./mo. 306»980 12. 749418 2865. 469 ··2009 

The cost of the e l ectricit y ~oneumed by each p1&nt at e~ch 

operating level was estimated by ap'i!J].yiimg the el\'!!ct!'i C&.\l rates for 

the Okllahoma City area to the estimates of c ol!ll:eumpU01m. The rates 

used were as follows: 23 

Rate: 

Primary Charge 
Firs t 100 kw of biU:i.l!llg demmnd $lLo90 pe:r k><· )l:)E:r.:'.' mor,i.t.11. 
Next 400 kw of bill ing aemand $ll O 45 pe:r kw per month 
Next 500 kw of billi ng dem.s.md $1 025 per kw per. month 
Excess kw of biU.ing demand $], 015 pe!' kw pe:r month 

2~ ~ rel electrical rat e was taken frc»n the Inidt~s·;.".,r~ Pqwer ~ 
Schedule "Pid-1'\ Okl!.ahoma Gas ~d Ell.ectrk Co. 9 Oklahoma City p Ok:1.a:~ 
homao 



Secondar_y Charge 
First 200,000 kwh. per mo1rnth at .76¢ per kwh 
Next 800~000 kwh piet' month at .6¢ peer kwh 
Excess kwh pier :mon,th ~t .44¢ pell!'.' kwh. 

. The billing demand was es ti.mated as • 228 lPHBrcer&t of the t.otal 

electrical consumption. The factor of 0228 percent of the total 

electrical 

and 90 head per hoit.n: plants. The validity of thi&!l .estimating 

costs ~re listed i~ Table VIIIo 

Water 

rate of slaughter. 

24.xhe coefficient of mu1t:tplle det~irmin@t,JioIG. ~,Y~.fS ®St:hraa.ted at 
• 655.. The 11 t 11 statisUc fo:r. the variai.blle:&> h1eac<ll p@:r mc::rnt'h a.imd 
head per hour were eistimai.ted at .70 a,md l.,6QJD res1peet:l',vE1:1ty, ~,v:tth 
a single degreia of freedomo The '.rii,.lS\C:tieU©n bn ,deigl!:'Eli83 of: :fre~dom 
:re13ults from the :fact that 01ttly iqru&t!Cteii:lly cl@ic(ffi ffo,c the yea:r were 
a:v ailLabl@o 
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TABLE VIII 

ESTIMATED CONSUMPTION AND COST OF UTILITIESa 

Plant Percent Electriciti Gas Water & Sewer 
Size Rated Monthly Monthly Monthly 

Heat/ Line Consump- Yearly Cons ump- Yearly Consump- Yearly Total 
Hour Seeed tion Cost tion Cost tion Cost Cost 

(K,W,H,)(Dollars) (M,C.F,) (Dollars)(lOOO Gal,)(-Dollars-) 

90 45,525 6,536 1,083.8 3,280 1,257,19 6,095 15,911 
95 45,947 6,575 1,14o.o 3,436 1,333.19 6,341 16,352 

20 100 46,428 6,619 1,204.2 3,613 1,420.05 6,622 16,854 
105 46,910 6,663 1,268.4 3,790 1,506.91 6,904 17,357 
110 47,331 6,701 1,324.6 3,945 1,582.91 7,150 17,796 
115 47,813 6,745 1,388.8 4,123 1,669.77 7,431 18,299 

90 155,538 21,041 2,167.6 6,192 4,762.22 16,394 43,627 
95 157,344 21,206 2,288.0 6,466 4,925.08 16,824 44,496 

4o 100 159,150 21,371 2,4o8.4 6,741 5,097, 94 l 7, 211 45,323 
105 16o,957 21,535 2,528.9 7,016 5,250.80 17,563 46,114 
110 162,763 21;700 2,649.3 7,290 5,413.66 17,915 46,905 
115 164,569 21,864 2,769,7 7,565 5,576.53 18,267 47,696 

90 279,082 35,499 3,251,4 8,663 10,515.13 29,916 74,078 
95 283,086 35,787 3,428.0 9,066 10,753.99 30,493 75,256 

60 100 287,24o 36,086 3,612.7 9,487 11,003, 79 30,913 76,486 
105 291,395 36,385 3,797,3 9,907 11,253,43 31,422 77,714 
110 295,368 36,671 3,974,0 10,310 11,492.30 31,910 78,891 
115 299,523 36,971 4,158.6 10,712 11,742.02 32,419 80,102 

90 383,553 46,741 4,070.3 10,521 16,313.10 41,744 99,006 
95 389,874 47,196 4,295.1 11,007 16,617.10 42,364 100,567 

75 100 396,196 47,651 4,519.9 11,493 16,921.11 42,984 102,128 
l05 4o2,518 48,106 4,744,7 11,978 11,225 .12 43,6o4 103,688 
110 4o8,839 48,561 4,969.4 12,464 17, 529.13 44, 225 105,250 
115 415,161 49,017 5,194.2 12,949 17,833 .14 44,845 106,811 

90 465,307 55,503 4,873.1 12,255 23,353.83 56,107 123,865 
95 474,512 56,166 5,146.1 12,845 25,722 .98 56,864 125,875 

90 100 483,717 56,781 5,419.0 12,787 24,092 .13 57,613 127,181 
105 492,935 57,493 5,692.0 14,024 24,461.29 58,366 129,883 
110 502,153 58,156 5,964.9 14,614 24,830 .44 59,119 131,889 
115 511,154 58,804 6)231.9 15,191 25,191.46 59,856 133,851 

8All cost items rounded to nearest dollar , 



developed by a procedure similar to that used to derive the coeffi-

cients for the functions used to estimate the electrical consumption. 

The coefficients linking water consumption with the quarterly and 

hourly slaughtering rates are presented in Table IX. 

TABLE IX 

ESTIMATED FUNCTIONAL COEFFICIENTS FOR WATER EQUATIONS 

Plant Size Dependent Constant Coefficient Coefficient 
Head/Hour . Variable Tenn Head/Quarter Head/Hour 

1000 
20 Gal/q. -3,997.41 .5109379 168.5871 

1000 
40 Gal/q .. -7,994.82 .5109379 337.1742 

1000 
60 Gal/q. -11, 992. 36 .5109379 505.7664 

1000 
75 Gal/q. -14,990.45 .5109379 632.208 

1000 
90 Gal/q. -17,988.61 .5109379 758.6526 

The cost of the water consumed by each plant at each operating 

level was estimated by applying the water rate schedule for the 

Oklahoma City area to the estimates of consumption. The rate25 

schedule used was as follows: 

25water rate taken from the Oklahoma City Council 0s Ordinance No. 
9303, ''Rates and Charges for Water Service of Various Kinds. Includ
ing Minimum Bills, Meter Setting and Service Ins tallation Charges." 
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Per 1,000 Gallons 
Gr oss Discount Net 

(A) First 1,000 Gallons Included in Minimum Bill 
Next 4 , 000 Gallons .62 .02 • 60 
Next 10,000 Gallons .54 .02 .52 
Next 135,000 Gallons .39 .02 • 37 
Next 350 ,- 000 Gallons .29 .02 • 27 
Next 4,000 , 000 Gal lons .22 .02 .20 
All Over 5, 000 , 000 Gallons . 18 .02 .16 

The 20 and 40 per hour plant s had a minimum fixed charge of $73.00 

per month,and the three larger plants had a minimum fixed charge of 

$200.00 per mont.h. The water r equirements and cos ts are l is t ed in 

Table VIII. 

Natural Gas 

Several attempts wer e made t o r ela t e t he consumption of natural 

gas to the output of beef. An anal ys i s of the accounting r ecord 

data indicated that no satisfac t ory rel at ionship coul d be detec t ed 

between these variables. For this reason, an average consumption of 

3.778 hundreds of cubic feet per head, estimated from the plant 

records, was used t o estimat e the natural gas consumption of the 

model plants. The gas rate, obtained from Schedul e "D" of the 

Oklahoma Natural Gas Company's Industrial Gas Service rate and pre-

sented below, was applied to the consumption estimates t o determine 

the cost of the gas. 

Rate: 

First 1 M c.f. or frac t ion thereof $1.60 
Next . 99 M c . f . per mont h at 46¢ per M c . £ • 
Next l ,900 M c . f . per mont h a t 23¢ per Mc.f. 
Next 2, 000 M c . f . per month at 19¢ per M c . f. 
Next 69 000 M c . f . per month at 18¢ per M c .f. 
Next 20 , 000 M C o :f. per month at 17. 5¢ per M :c . f . 
All over 30 , 000 M c ~ £. per month at 17¢ per M c .f. 
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Sewer Services 

The cost of the sewer services depends directly on the amount of 

water consumed by the model plant . Sewer charges are based on the 

amount of water metered to the plant and are calculated by nrultiplying 

the rate by the number of gallons of water consumed. The sewer rate 

present ed below, was obtained from Oklahoma City Ordanance No. 6666. 

First 200,000 gallons of water used at 10¢ per 1,000 gallons 
per month. 

Next 300 , 000 gallons of water used at 9¢ per 1, 000 gallons 
per month. 

Next 500,000 gallons of water used at 8¢ per 1, 000 gallons 
per month. 

Next 1,000,000 gallons of water used at 7¢ per 1, 000 gallons 
per month. 

Next 1,000,000 gallons of water used at 4¢ per 1,000 gallons 
per month. 

Next 2,000,000 gallons of water used at 2¢ per 1 ,000 gal l ons 
per month. 

All over 6, 000 , 000 gallons of water used at 1¢ per 1, 000 gallons 
per month. 

The sewer service also includes a mininrum fixed charge of 

$29.00 per month. The sewer costs are listed in Table VIII. 

Miscellaneous Supplies and Services 

Four other minor cost items were considered. These were repair 

and maintenance , telephone , laundry, and miscellaneous suppl ies . In= 

sufficient data were available from the selected pl ants t o estimate 

repair and maintenance cos tso Therefore , an average cost of $.339 

per head per year26 was assumed to be valid in the Oklahoma City area. 

26s. H. Logan.and G. A. King, Economies of Scal e in Beef 
Sl aughter Pl ants . Giannini Foundation Researcii"""'Report Noo 260 ~ 
(December 1962) , p. 93. 
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Average costs, taken from the accounting records, were used to 

reflect the costs of telephone, laundry, and miscellaneous supplies. 

The rates used to estimate the costs for the model plants were: 

$.2662 per head per year for ,telephone expenses, $.2232 per head per 

year for laundry expenses~ and $.3833 per head per year for mis~ 

cellaneous supplies expenses. These costs are listed in Table x. 
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TABx.E X 

ESTIMATED COST OF OTHER SUPPLIES AND SER.VlCESa 

Plant Percent 
Size Rated Miscel- Repair 
Head/ Line laneous and 
Hour. Speed T~lephone 1Laundry Supplies 

(Dollars) 
Maintenance Total 

90 9,164 7,684 13,195 11,670 41,713 
95 9,639 80082 13,879 12,273 43,875 

20 100 10~182 8s537 14;661 l2p 967 46,347 
ios 10»725 8s993 15,443 13,658 48»819 
110 11,200 99391 16,128 14,263 50~982 
115 :U 9 743 9 9 846 16,909 14:i955 53,453 

90 18,328 159367 26~390 23,340 83,425 
95 19,346 16,221 27,856 24,637 88,060 

40 100 20,364 17,075 29,322 25,934 92,695 
105 21,383 17,929 30,789 27,230 97,331 
110 22,401 18,782 32ll255 28~527 101,965 
115 23,419 l9v636 339 72l 2.9 9'82li, 106,600 

90 279492 2.3D051 39»585 35,010 125,138 
95 28,985 24,303 4lll 736 36,912 131,936 

60 100 30,546 25,612 43:1984 38,.900 139,042 
105 32,108 26,921 lj.6, 232 40,888 146,_149 
110 33;601 28,173 48,382 42,790 152,946 
115 35,162 29,482 50,630 44,779 160,053 

90 349856 28,856 49,555 43~828 156~655 
95 36,316 30,450 52,292 46,248 165,306 

75 100 38,217 32,044 55,028 48,669 173,958 
105 40,118 33,637 57,765 51,089 182,609 
110 42,018 35,231 60,502 53,509 191,260 
115 43j919 369825 63,239 55,930 199,913 

90 41,204 34,548 59,329 52,472 1879553 
95 43,512 369483 62,652 55, [i.JLl 198,058 

90 100 45,820 38,418 65,976 589350 208,56/.i, 
105 48,128 40,353 699299 61,290 219,070 
110 50,436 429289 72,622. 64, 22.9 229/576 
115 52p693 449181 75,872 67,103 239,849 

aFigures rounded to nearest dollar. 



CHAPTER VII 

TOTAL AND AVERAGE UNIT COS!S 

Estimates of the cost of constructing and equipping five model 

beef slaughtering plants were presented in Chapter V. Estimates of 

the variable costs associated with the operation of each of these 

plants at six alternative levels of output were presented in Chapter 

VI. In this Chapter, the total and average costs will be examined 

and an analysis of the relationships between average cost and volume 

of output will be presented. 

Total Costs 

The total annual costs for the five model plants, estimated at 

rated line speeds, ranged from over a quarter of a million dollars 

for the 20 head per hour plant to over one million dollars for the 90 

head per hour plant. Total costs increased nonlinearly for each acale 

of plant as the output level was increased from 90 to 115 percent of 

the rated line speed. 

The annual cost of ownership, or the total annual investment cost 

comprised a relatively small part of the total annual cost. Investment 

costs were estimated at $28,269, $47,639, $62,066, $77,707~ and $91,123 

.for the 20, 40, 60, 75, and 90 head per hour plants, respectively. In 

relative terms these investment,,costs, as shown in Table XI, are 10.6, 
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9.1, 8.3, 8.1, and 7.9 percent of the total annual costs, respectively. 

Although these costs can be ignored in the short-run, survival of the 

firm decrees that these costs be covered in the long-run. 

TABLE XI 

COST COMPONENTS FOR FIVE MODEL PLANTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
TOTAL ANNUAL COST AT RATED LINE SPEEDS 

Pt ant Size 2 Reaa Eer llour 
Cost Items 20 40 60 75 

(Percent) 
Annual Investment 10.6 9.1 8.3 8.1 

Depreciation 4.9 4o2 3.8 3.8 
Interest 3.5 3.0 2.7 2.6 
Taxes and Insurance 2.2 1.9 1.8 1.7 

Labor 65.6 64.7 62.8 62.9 
Kill Floor 19.6 16.9 18.9 18.l 
Supporting Operations 2L2 22.4 18.7 19.2 
Salaried Personnel 19.6 20.3 20.2 20.6 
Tax and Welfare 5.2 5.1 5.0 5.0 

Utilities 6.3 8.6 10.2 10. 7 

Other Supplies 17 .4 17.6 18.6 18.2 

Total a 100 100 100 100 

a 
Columns may not sum to 100 because of rounding errors. 

90 

7.9 
3.6 
2.6 
1. 7 

63.1 
18.6 
20.0 
19.5 
s.o 

lLO 

18.0 

100 

Depreciation comprised the largest component of the annual fixed 

investment cost and ranged from $13~064 or 4.9 percent for the smallest 

plant to $41,806 or 3.6 percent for the largesto Interest on the invest-

ment ranked second in importance and amounted to almost one-third of the 

annual fixed investment cost. Taxes and insurance on the investment 

formed the balance of the fixed investment costs and incr,eas:ed from 

$5,993 for the 20 head per hour plant to $19~757 for the 90 head per 
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hour planto The various components of the annual investment costs are, 

presented in Table XIIo 

TABLE XII 

ANNUAL FIXED INVESTMENT COSTS 

Annual Costs 
Cost Item Plant Size 1 Head Per Hour 

20 40 60 75 90 

a (Dollars) 
Depreciation 13,064026 22,003078 28,649.23 36,046 0 71 41,806051 

Interest 

Building and 
Equipmentb 9,028041 15,159022 19,781.21 24,83L87 28,845.59 

Land C 182.99 337020 484.81 390006 7140 70 

Insurance 
d 

337006 565094 738.49 927006 111076090 

Taxes 
e 

5,656.00 9,572071 12,411.84 15,510.88 18,679086 

Total 28,268.72 47,638.85 62,065064 77~706058 91,123.56 

a Column 13, Table III, and Column 13, Table IV. 

b· 
Column 9, Table IVo 

C 
Column 6, Table IL 

dcolumn 8, Table IV. 

eColumn 10, Table Vo 

The annual operating costs, consisting of the ~os:ts of labor, 

utilities and other supplies, constitute the major part of the total 

annual costs. Labor costs, the largest component of total operating 

total annual cost 1 respectively, for the 20 to 90 pet hour plants at 
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rated line speed. 

For each plant, labor costs increased uniformly as the level of 

output increased from 90 to 100 percent of rated line speed. When out

put levels were increased from 100 to 115 percent of rated line speed, 

the total labor cost increased at a greater rate, causing a kink to 

occur in the total cost function at an output level equivalent to 100 

percent of rated line speed. The change in rate of increase in total 

labor costs at the larger output levels was a result of the payment of 

overtime wages. 

An examination of the total annual costs in relation to the scale 

of plant provides information concerning the existence or nonexistence 

of scale economies. If the 20 head per hour plant is used as a basis 

for comparison, it can be noted that as the scale of plant is increased 

by multiples of 2.00, 3p00, 3.75, and 4.50, total costs are increased 

by multiples of 1.97, 2.80, 3.58, and 4.34, respectively. These re-

sults imply the existence of some economies of scale for the model plants. 

The scale economies implied by the total cost relationships may be 

investigated more closely and in more familiar terms by an examination 

of the short-run average cost curves. Estimates of the average cost 

per head for each scale of plamt at each of six operating levels is 

presented in Table XIII and plotted in Figure 9o 

Short·-Run Average Cos ts 

The average cost estimates obtained :for the model pllll.nu, operating 

at their respective rated line sp,ee.ds ~ were $6. 96 per head for the 20 per 

hour plant, $6086 per head for the 40 per hour plemt 11 $6050 per head for 

the 60 per hour plant, $6.65 per head for the '75 per hour plant, and 
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TABLE XIII 

TOTAL AND AVERAGE UNIT COSTS8 

--· 
Plant Percent Total Total Total 
Size Rated Total Cost Cost Cost of Total Average 
Head/ Line Invest- of of Utia- Other Sup- Annuat Cost/ 
Hour Seeed mentb Labore ities_ eliese Costs Head 

(Dollars) 
90 28,269 163,621 15,911 41,713 249,514 7.25 
95 28,269 169,205 16,352 43,875 257,701 7.12 

20 100 28,269 174,747 16,854 46,347 266,217 6.96 
105 28,269 182,997 17,357 '•8, 819 277 1442 6.89 
no 28~269 191,218 17,796 50,982 288, ?65 6.85 
115 28,269 199,346 18,299 53,453 299,367 6.79 

90 47 ~639 318s,459 43;,627 83,425 493,150 7.16 
95 47,639 329,059 44,496 88,060 509~254. 7.01 

40 100 47,639 339,585 45,323 92,695 525,242 6.86 
105 47,639 355,314 460114 97,331 546,398 6.80 
110 47,639 370,987 46,905 101,965 567,496 6.74 
115 47,639 386,280 47,696 106,600 588,215 6.69 

90 62,066 439,903 74-;078 125,138 701;,185 6.79 
95 62,066 454~333 75,256 131,936 723,591 6.64 

60 100 62,066 468,702 76;i486 139,042 746s,296 6.50 
105 62,066 490,153 77,714 146,149 776~ 082 6.43 
110 62,066 511,546 78,891 152,946 8059449 6.38 
115 62,066 532,569 80,102 160,053 834,790 6.32 

90 77,707 564,058 99,006 156,655 897,426 6.94 
95 77,707 582,370 100,567 165,306 925,950 6.79 

75 100 77,707 600,612 102,128 173,958 954,405 6.65 
105 77,707 627,869 103,688 182,609 991,873 6.58 
110 77, 707 655,037 105,250 191,,260 1,029,254 6.52 
115 77,707 681,700 106 ~ 811 199,913 1,066,,131 6.46 

90 91,123 683,943 123~865 187,553 1,086,484 7.02 
95 91,123 706,918 125,875 198~058 1,121,974 6.86 

90 100 91,123 729,755 127,181 208,564 1,156,623 6 0 7'2. 
105 91,123 763,867 129,883 219,,070 1,203,943 6066 
110 91,123 797,870 131,889 229,576 1,250,458 6.60 
115 9ls,123 831,230 133,851 239,849 1,295,053 6.54 

aAll cost items rounded to nearest dollar. 
bTaken from Table XI. 
cTaken from Table VI. 
dTaken from Table VIIIo 
eTaken from Table X. 
fsum of columns 2, 3, 4S> and 5. 
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$6072 per head for the 90 per hour planto 

Average short-run costs decreased for each scale of plant as the 

output increased from 90 to 115 percent of their rated line speedso 
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Over the range of plants studied, the average cost decreased an average 

of $047 as plan:t output increased from 90 to 115 percent of rated line 

speedo For illustration, average cost would be reduced from $7.25 to 

$6.79 or $0.46 per head in a 20 head per hour plant when output is in

creased from 90 percent to 115 percent of rated line speed. The reduction 

in average cost resulting from increased utilization of the fixed factors 

of production was least for the 20 head per hour plant. The 75 and 90 

head per hour plants each showed a decrease in average cost of $.48 per 

· head as output increased from 90 percent to 115 percent of rated line 

speed, while the reduction in average cost over the operating range 

amounted to $.47 for the 40 and 60 head per hour plants. For each plant, 

average costs declined at a slower rate as output levels were increased 

beyond the rated line speed, thus, producing a "kinked" relationship. 

Each of the model plants attained a position of minimum average 

cost at 115 percent of the rated line speed~ or at maximum designed cooler 

capacity. Since plant output was limited to the declining portion of the 

average cost curve by cooler capacity, the model plants are restricted 

to operation in Stage I of the production processo 

Long-Run Average Costs 

Theoreticallyj the long=run awe~age c~st curve is a locus of points 

tangent to an infinite number of short-run average cost curves. When 

less than an infinite number of short-run average cost curves are possible, 
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then the m:Lnimum portions of the short-run average cost curves, as shown 

in Figure 4, describe the long-run average cost curve. 

In the case of the model plants, the long-run average curve is de

scribed by the line segments AB, CD, EF, and points G and Hin Figure 9. 

In the long-run, economies of scale are presented for plant sizes up to 

60 head per hour. A comparsion of th~ minimum cost po_ints for the 20 

and 60 head per hour plants indicates economies of $.47 per head. For 

the plants with rated line speeds greater than 60 head per hour and 

limited by cooler facilities to single shift operations, some diseconomies 

appear to exist. A comparison of the minimum cost points for the 60 and 

90 head per hour plants indicates diseconomies of $.22 per head. 

The reduction in long-run average costs between 20 and 60 head per 

hour plants is the net effect of a reduction of $.20 per head in fixed 

investment cost; a $.14 per head reduction in kill floor labor cost; 

a $.25 per head reduction in supporting labor cost; a $.10 per head re

duction in the combined aost of salaried personnel, taxes, and insurance; 

and a $.23 per head increase in utility costs. 

The a,pparent increase in long-run average cost between the 75 and 90 

head per hour plants is the net effect of a $.01 per head reduction 

in fixed investment costs; a $.01 per head increase in kill floor labor 

costs; a $.15 per head increase in supporting labor costs; and a $.07 

per bead increase in utility costs. 



CHAPTER VIII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The objectives of this study were to: (1) estimate the average 

cost cf constructing, equipping, and operating alternative "on-the

rail" beef slaughter plants designed for operation at rates of 20, 40, 

60, 75, and 90 head per hour; (2) examine the variation in average costs 

of these plants at 90, 95, 100, 105, 110, and 115 percent of rated line 

speed; and (3) examine the relationship between average cost of dressing 

beef cattle and the size of plant. 

The method used to estimate these costs was a modified synthetic 

approach; that is, the plant, equipment, labor, and other costs of the 

various inputs involved in the slaughtering operating were estimated 

separately and then combined as "building blocks" in estimating costs 

for the model plants. A deviation from the synthetic approach was nec

essary in estimating the cost of the utilities and other minor expenses. 

For these, the physical quantities required were estimated from account

ing records obtained from plants of sizes similar to the model plants. 

Appropriate cost rates were combined with the quantities of physical 

resources to obtain the cost estimates. 

In specifying the nature of the five model plants, several tech

nologies were employed including a gravity "on;.,the.-rai'!.1" system for 

the 20 head per hour plant, a powered rail system for the 40 and 60 

per hour plants, and a conveyorized system for the 75 ~nd 90 head per 
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bout plants. These technologies were the most recent for which data 

were available. 

Average short-run costs decreased for each scale of plant as the 

output increased from 90 to 115 percent of their rated line speeds. 

Over the range of plants studied, the average cost decreased an aver

age of $.47 as plant output increased from 90 to 115 percent of rated 

line speed. For illustration, average cost would be reduced from $7.25 

to $6.79 or $0,46 per head in a 20 head per hour plant when output is 

increased from 90 percent to 115 percent of rated line speed. The re

duction in average cost resulting from increased utilization of the 

fixed factors of production was least for the 20 head per hour plant. 
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The 75 and 90 head per hour plants each showed a decrease in average cost 

of $.48 per head as output increased from 90 percent to 115 percent of 

rated line speed, while the reduction in average cost over the operating 

range amounted to $. 4 7 for the 40 and 60 head p_er hour plants. 

Under the conditions of the study, the output of each plant is re

stricted, by the capacity of the coolers, to 115 percent of the rated 

line speed. An expansion of cooler facilities to permit employment of 

more than a single labor crew would increase both output and total cost. 

Average cost, however, may be expected to continue to decline because 

of greater utilization of the original plant, equipment, and fixed lab..or 

resources. 

The short-run relationships derived in this study imply that the 

plants should be operated at maximum physical output to attain minimum 

cost. If output at 115 percent of rated line speed represents the maxi

mum output possible and also the point of absolute minimum cost, then at 
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output levels ~ than 115 percent of rated line speed the plant would 

have an incentive to import cattle to supplement local supplies. With 

an expansion of cooler facilities the point of minimum average cost would 

be expected to lie below the minimum point obtained with the otiginal 

plant and equipment. Thus, given average revenues greater than average 

costs, output would be increased at least to the point of minimum aver~ 

age cost if profits are to be maximized. 

In the analysia the long-run average cost curve was composed of 

line segments from the short ... run average cost curves of the 20; 40, 

and 60 head per hour plants and minimum cost point of 75 and 90 head 

per plants. Long-run average cost decreased by $.47 per head between 

the 20 and 60 head per hour plants, indicating a region of economies 

to scale. Long.,-run average cost increased by $.22 per head between 

the 60 and 90 head per hour plants, indicating a region of diseconomies 

of scale. The economies which occurred between the 20 and 60 head per 

hour plant primarily are due to reductions irt per head costs df fixed 

in~estment, kill floor labor, and supporting labor. The diseconomies 

which occurred between the 60 and 90 head per hour plants principally 

are due to increases in per head cost of supporting labor and uti 1i tie1L 

The results of the study indicate that the 60 head per hour plant 

is the most efficient of the plants designed to operate with a single 

shift. Hpwever, it must be re-emphasized that procurement and distribu

tion costs were not included in the study and ni,ay materially affect the 

results. Also, the conclusion of the study might be altered signifi

cantly for plants designed for multiple shift op~ratiorts. 
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Suggestions for Further Studies 

The research reported in this study considered only the cost re

lationships associated with the in-plant operations for specialized beef 

slaughtering plants. The results of this research would be improved and 

extended if several other studies were co~ducted. 

Knowledge concerning the long-run average cost curve would be im

proved considerably if an analysis of each size of plant were conducted 

which permitted operation with several shifts of labor. Such a study 

would permit more precise estimates of the economies due to scale and 

would shed light on the desirability and/or necessity of obtaining 

sufficient financial resources to construct and operate plants with 

multiple shifts. 

Since in-plant costs constitute only a part of a slaughtering firm's 

operations, the in~plant costs are insufficient criteria for intelligent 

investment decisions. The results of this study could be extended to 

provide more complete information relating to investment decisions by 

estimating the cost relationships associated with the procurement and 

selling functions for each scale of plant. 

In this study, changes in output were accomplished by changes in 

the length of the workday. Decisions regarding the optimum size of 

kill crew to employ at various output levels would be aided by studies 

of the input-output relationships for several operating levels which 

involve changes in the crew size" 

Several other studies which would be useful to the livestock and 

meat industry are: (1) cost analysis of meat processing plants, (2) 

cost studies of full-line packing plants, (3) cost studies of breaking 
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and boning plants, and (4) studies to determine the optimum location of 

each type of meat processing facility. 
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APPENDIX A, TABLE I 

COST OF CORRAL FLOORING, FENCING, AND ROOFING 

Plant Cost of 
Size .Pens Area 

Head Per Needed8 in b 
,.JIQ \l.!"_ - - lO'x20'. Pens 

Ar.ea Pe.n and Le.ngth Cost of 
in c ·Tota! Alley e f of _ Gates ang 

Alle~~Area Floor Gates Fencin.gg Fencitl.g 
(Number) [Sguare Feet)~-- . (Dolls.rs) (Number) (Feet) (Dollars) 

20 :;2 6,4oo 2,4oo ·B Boo , . 4,501.80 :;6 1,120 2,198.4o 
4o 66 1:,,200 4,600 17,Boo 9,045.00 7:; 2, 14o 4,284.80 
6o 104 20,800 7,ooo 27,800 14,174..10 11:; :;,44o 6,8oo.8o 

75 12.8 25,600 7,.800 :;:;,4oo 16,795.:;5 1:,7 :;,650 7,55.8.00 

90 152 :;o,4oo 9·,4oO :;9,8oo 20,082,15 161 4,49(5 9,146.80 

aBased ·on 11 ·head per pen with total capac:ity of approximately 2 

bNumbe.r of p.ens in Col=n 2, multiplied by 200 squar.e feet. 

1/2 days kill. 

cAlleys are specified to be· 10 feed wide .. 

dColumn 3 plus Column 4. 

Area Cover 
. by 

Weathertight 
R~ofi 

(Square Feet) 

1, 76o 
:;,56o 
5,56o 
6,68o 
7,960 

Cost of 
Weathertight Totai 

lloofj Cost 
(Dollars) {Dollars) 

1,760.00 8,460.20 
:;,56o.oo 16,889.80 
5,56o.oo 26,534.90 
6,680.00 31,033.35 
7,960.00 37,188.95 

eTotal area plus the linear length of fence to allow for the 12 inch curbs which separate all pens., plus }/4 square foot per post, multiplied 
by $.45 per square foot. 

f -
_One gate is allowed for each pen, plus a number of extra ones for the alleys. 

Soerived from pen requirements. 

~encing cost estimated at $1.}2 per linear foot., gates (10 foot wide) estimated at $20.00 each. 

iOne-fifth of total pen area to be covered by weathertight roof. 

jSquare feet of roof multiplied by $1.00 per square foot. 

kSum of Columns 6, 9, and 11. 

00 
~ 



APPENDI.X B 

CHILL AND HOLDING COOtERS 

Ira estimating the :re:frigerat.ion requirements for the coolers in 

the five model plants~ it was necessary to specify several important 

factors involved in the design of coolers including the size, shape:i 

orientation of the coole:r 9 type of materials used in constructio~ and 

the daily heat load of the cooler, ioeoj the number of carcasses, 

electric motors~ men and electric lights in the coolers dailyo The 

sizes sh.a.pep and daily heat loS!.d of the co(oll.en are s1piecdfiecl in 

Appendix B9 Table I. The orientation of the cooler and type of mater

ials used in the construction of the coolers is discussed hereo 

The orientation of the coolers is imJP>Olttant because of the large 

heat gain obtai.ned' throt]gh the west walLlL, In t.he model pl.ants it was 

assumed to be possible to o:riemt the narrow iilidle of the chill cooler 

to face. tl\e: west in order to m.inimi.ze this he.ait: gai1Til. The holding 

cooler was specified to attach to the chiU ,~ooler on the east~ thus 

eliminati!llg the heat gaiiru of the east waU of the chiU cooler a:nd the 

west wall of the holding cooler.. The kill floor aln\d otherr work areas 

were specified to join the coolers on th.e south which gre:at.ly de~ 

creases the heat gain of the south walls~ 

The type of m.ate:dah and the thickl(lleS:iH:\S of the materials sp~ci= 

fied for the construction of the coolerffi and used in calc1u>.lat:ing the 



estimated tonnage of refrigeration presented in Appendix B, Table I 

are .ts follows: 7 

North and. We.st walh: 8 

8" sand and gravel aggregate c.ement block 

1/2" cement plaster 

6" cork 

1/2" cement plaster, smooth surface 

South and East walls: 

4n cement block 

1/211 cement plaster 

4" cork 

1/2" cement plaster, smooth surface 

Floor: 

2" concrete slab 

4111 cork 

4" concrete floor 

Ceiling: 

Asphalt roll roofing 

4" concrete slab 

Air space 

611 cork 

Asbestos cement board 

7Gunther, Raymorui C.~ Refrigeration~ A!!, Conditioning 9 ~ Cold 
Storage~ (Philadelphia. 9 1957) po 72!.i, .. 

8Materials are listed from outside to i~si&e of wall, floor~ and 
ceiling. 
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APPENDIX B, TABLE I 

GENERAL COOLER SPECIFICAT1.0NS FOR THE FIVE MODEL PLANTS 

Es~imated · 
Plant Size _ M:!:_ximum Dai 1"2; Hea-t Load Tons of Re-

Head Per Electric Electric frtgeration 
Hour D ixnens i. ems a Cu. Ft. C b MotorsC Lightsd Reguirede a.rc~~sefSl 

Chill Horse= Watts p~r 
Qgolers Number 2,ower Hour 

2.0 45x38x13 22,230 173 15 3840 43 
40 54x58x13 40j 716 345 30 6480 84 
60 69x68xl3. 60,996 518 45 9120 125 
75 84x68xl3 74»256 647 60 11120 157 
90 90x83xl3 97~110 876 75 14480 210 

Holding 
Coolers 

20 53.5x42xl3 29,2H .300 5 5040 12 
40 6lx62:id.3 49~166 600 7.5 7760 22 
60 76x72x13 71,136 900 1lO 10640 30 
15 96x72xl3 89~856 1126 15 14080 41 
90 91x87x13 102,210 1350 20 15360 50 

8The number of linear feet. of rail space was estimated {see Appemi.dix 
B~ Tables II and Ill) and the coolers were arbitrarily shaped to allow 
enough area for required ~cirag of the :.raill.s o 

bMaxi.mum number of ca:rcasses to be in cooler at any one time •. 

cEstima.ted from the equipment necessavry to ~rovide proper circula= 
tion under the peak loads. 

dFor procedure u.sed in estitnati.ng electr:iLc light :ceqitdrement.s 9 see 
Browni Ro H .. » E .. E .. ~ A .. E .. » Fann Elect.rific,ation (N®w Yo:rk 9 1956; v pp .. 
139=152 .. 

eFor the procedure used in estimating t.oras of :ref:dgeration re= 
quired see Raymond c .. Gm1t.her ~ Refrj.ge.1catio.n Air Condi t.ioning and Cold 
Sto:ra1;"l('', 9 (Phi1adellphia 9 1957) ~ pp. ll.25i=)lJL30., An alternative proce·· 
dure may be found in ASRRAE Gllllide and Data Book 1962" !ru2Jj.catiop for 
Heati,,l@g Refr,igerati~ Ve;ntilati.n,g, an.~ A:~ Condi~~ h,ieric.an Society 
of Heati:.tg~ Refrigerating~ and Air Ct)nditioni;ng Engineers~ Inc.~ New 
Yorkj PP• 341=343. 



APPENDIX B, TAB~E II 

CO~t OF CltalJL. COOLERS 

._ .... "'--~-~= E" = ,,...;...; :;pg. ::.6;;;:i:- ·- == 

:fl&!Jtit!i; (!,:11rn~trucid.iorm Numb@r (foiJt 
~121@ 
0 '" h II J;Ji.t§~t,.f(I 

20 

60 
75 

(S11ua1E@ l?'®&!lt)J 

1L,, 710 
3. Jl32 
4~692 
s ~ n~z 
7 r 4,JO 

s:.R81il ®tea@~ 

~t 

a.422 
12~ 
l4p492 
18,359 

Co@t of of O©~t of Numb~r C©$t F~~d of T©-
E1tte,:io:r Floor,:,~ Flo©r of f ©,f .of .· Rail . tal ~ 

wa11e ~~ain~~ · _Drain®~ D©~~~ D©p~$g Railh I~~t211ed1 CowtJ 
(D@llar@) (Doll,1u·g) 

2.0,,336 
33~688 
4-8~248 
57-968 
73"436 

4 
8 

12 
14 
1, 

96 
19?~ 
288 
336 
456 

(DoJULars) 

T: 5li6 
l l~!Q:92 
2 1"092 
2 1~092 
i 1~092 

(Dollar~} 

432 2~160 23s138 
862 4s310 39s282 

1295 6~475 56~ 103 
1617 8 9 085 67~481 
2190 109950 85s934 

@Jt®Ss wa@ al'd,ow@d 
fo'E' ©i!.1~ d~:y 0 ~ Id.11 11'1'!!!.~ 15 !!Mf!"C:@nt ex@~8J@ ~~)il)a@ity wa~ e®1d.mat~d alfld tm.ot,gh 
i?~il@ oxt. thr@® ffl;@'&: @®ttt@~~~ 

bi a,-,s;; 'iR" ..,._{'~ ll.)o,;5;a, ,rn©,. :b);-i,<'.}J:,ti.C:1;; wttil 1'.l!~tW@i.<'Jlt'P. ©O©l~'t"filo 

cC@1Lum111 3 eiriitC!ft $e.i. prmr @qua:t@ t®et. 

@A1<5,1(l)!:oxi.li1.n~te.l3,, oti@ :nc>or, d~ailm IQ'@r 400 ®""'t)lai:~ f,1g@t. A00ricult11l',X'~ JBian{li.b@ok Noj 191 9 U. s. 
"'.5. :s.< t ""A t, - -

1it'@f.'W"'tevt Mi,,a.t Fl!!:'"""'fi!jtv{ "@'j' ,\\1~,:,tffil AO'ricui.lt:U'll'cll Rfil."1~;K'g,"i•h S@1'.'U'i©.e USDA i', 4 _ _.,,,,~.h}if~~~ " ~''°" ·'--;.,.~- ·-~ ~·=''°ti~~,-~~ .. '?.'~·,t_,~..;,.d..;,.~ 0' . ' . ... - u "'-'•. ' ~,..,~ .,~..:.. • }) $ lf'10 

@c©l\!J!l!l.llli 5 tim;g£>' $lli,. each (m~ttufa©tur~r as 'jjWl.'i@e) o 

f,.7 'L, ~ d • ~~um!J>®t' ,01; . @1!\'t;§! £@®r111.1.et~. 

gC©lumXil 7 11:i.m®@ $.':»46,.00 ~a@h (manufa~turer' s J,"c:lce) o 

h30 h'i!@h.es :!:'~:UL ~]J,8@~ ):>®X" c:a.r@a~s f plu@ Ol!};e f1;.1©t for each swi t@h. 

1c@ll;an1:n1 9 tim.@B1. $:f.ll{J:. {E@tiniat~ of ra:U e;e;$t iYQl§talled mad~ by @@n.tractors). 

Jsuru @f @~1Jlum11;1~ ~;,l) 6v <gf) ar,,idl 10. · 

00 
00 



APPEN!>IX :B, TABI.E III 

COST OF HOUll~ COOLERS 

-
?lant C@'rultructio~ Nwnb@r Co$t 
iiz@ Co$t of of Oo$t of Numb®r Cmist Feet of To-
H~~@! Ext®rt@~ Exterior Fl~~r Floo~ of of of Rail tal 
j!((}J$li:'. Aifffi,tJ.a w~tl.~:- wane Drai~@d Drain~e Door.@ IDl@o~~g Railh In$talled1 C(l;)~f:) 

(Squ~r6 F@@t} (Dollar$) (1l1@'1lars) (D,olb.rw) (Ifollar~) 

2(1J 2ii247 6i,"4,8,3 25s 932 6 144 2 lt092 600 3»000 30,168 
40· 3ll782 9,886 )99544 9 216 2 li092 1,200 6$000 46ll852 
6:0 5i,472 13,9@;$. 55ll632 14 336 2 lll092 1,800 9,000 669060 
15 6p912 16i372 65,488 11 408 2 lj)OS2 2»250 1111250 78,238 
91) 7 ll911 19lll:3, 77$532 20 480 2 1.,092 2,700 13,500 92,604 

~==~=----==-

.@.~il @ria@@ t>®·ifdlf~,1 f@Z' tw© @!9l.Y$ 0 kill W.i.~ ®~'t!imat@d and en@1mgh ~r®a was all~Y~d 11::0 ~[l)ac$ r~il~ 
©lili 'G%'© iuiid c~~=half %<i;,©t @~li't-a:~rr$ with th.re@ fe®t ©f @leiaran@e fr©m ®-11 wall~. An all~y t'liev~n feE1t 
wiB@ f'[:IX' pi1!ll@b.:l.ng @:lf~l dl0Wn @rm® wid® of th® !':@®Ji.®'E' w~~ al11H> includ@d. 

bD©~$ ~©t in@l~~@ w~11 betweetl eool~r~. 

@c©lumn 3 ti~~ $4.00 ~®r $quar6 f~©t. 

dA11,,r@ximately «Yiit® fl@or drain per 400 @qusr~ f~~t. 

®Colv&nn 5 tiM!l! $24. 00 ea~h. 

f'Nuuib~r of d@v'i;;'~ l,!.@lll\lllffi®d. 

icolumn 1 tim@i, $546. OIQi ea@h. 

h24 iu@be~ r~il ~~a~e p@~ carcass. 

ic«:1l1tn'llm 9 tim®~ $5.00 ,~r linear foot. 

Jsum @f Col~~~mii'l 4~ 6~ Br &fld 10. 

00 

"° 
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APPENDIX C~ TABLE I 

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR SYNTHESIZED PLANTS 

Plant Size, Head Per Hour 
Equipment '-:0 4,0 60 75 90 

(Quantity) 

Kill Floor Equipment 
Knocking pen door (revolvittg) 1 l l 2 2 
End gate for knocking pen l 1 l 2 2 
Electric beef hoist (7.5 hp) with auto-

ma.tic lander l 1 2 2 2 
Blood and water drain 1 l 1 2 2 
Bleeding rai1 9 tracking hanger Lot Lot Lot Lot Lot 
Shackle lowerator 1 1 l 1 1 
Overhead bleeding conveyor system 0 0 1 l 0 
Electric beef hoist (bleeding rail 

to dressing rail) 1 0 0 0 0 
Powered cattle rail system 0 1 1 C 0 
Cattle bleeding conveyor 0 0 0 0 1 
Automatic shack.le releasing devi.ce 0 0 0 l 1 
Cattle dressing &lrl!d $plitting conveyor 0 0 0 1 0 
Washing and shrouding conveyor 0 1 1 l 0 
Brisket saw l 1 1 l l 
Carcass splitting saw 1 l l 1 1 
Air power dehiders with regulators 7 14 14 20 20 
Air shin bone saws with regulators 2 2 2 2 2 
Tail puller 1 1 l 1 1 
Variable speed conveyor drive for 

driving bleeding 9 skinning, dressing, 
spreading, an9 washing and shrouding 
conveyors and viscera inspection 
table 0 0 0 1 1 

Beef viscera inspection table 0 1 l ], 1 
Shackle return rail and hangers 0 0 0 Lot 0 
Cattle head and tongue conveyor 0 0 0 l 1 
Read flushing ~abinet 1 1 1 1 1 
Head work-up table 1 ll. l l 1 
Cattle jaw puller 0 0 0 1 1 
Pneudraulic cattle head splitter 0 1 1 1 1 
Plue:k 11:&il'(;l~ 1 1 0 1 1 
Tongue trucks 0 0 0 3 0 
Heart trucks 0 2 0 3 0 
Liver trucks==99 hooks l 0 2 3 0 
Offal cooler pan trucks 0 0 0 2 0 
Stainless steel 8terilizing lavatories 7 10 12 16 19 
Hydraulic platforms 5 0 6 2 0 



AFPENDIX C~ TABLE I (Continued) 

Plant Size, Read Per H9ur 
________ E __ g....,u_i.._pm. ____ en __ t __ . _______ ...;;.20 ___ """4_0 _ __;;60 75 90 

(Quantity) 

Stationary platforms 
Saw sterilizers 
Shroud box 
Paunch table 
Fatting table 
Tripe scalder and scrapei:_ 
Beef shackles 
Beef trolleys 
Hydraulic leg cutter and pow=1e.,.pak 

unit 
Skip hoists 
Track scale 
Trolley cleaning unit 
Cattle head trucks 
Paunch trucks 
Tripe inspection tru!;!k 

Inedible Rendering Equipment 
1211 prebreaker 
.Peck and entrail cutter and washer 
12" .. dia.,. inclined screw conveyor 
12" dia. horizontal screw conveyor 
Inedible and blood cookers 5v x 12v 
Crackling pan 
Blood cool:i.ng pan 
919 dia. inclined screw conveyor 
9" d.ia. horizontal screw conveyor 
6" dia. horizontal sc.:rew conveyor 
16" dia.. inclined screw conveyor 
300 ton quick acting hydrauli.c press 
Electric hydraulic pump 
Crackling cake breaker 
Hot well 
Jet condensers 
Grease pumps 
J.B. grinder 
Inedi.ble paunch table with pb.tforms 

· and skip hoiB t 
Hasher and washer 
Grease settling tank 
Inclined blow tank 
Blood blow tank 
Anderson dual expeller 
Spech.1 crackling storage hopper 

3 
2 
l 
l 
0 
l 

10 
300 

0 
0 
1 
l 
2 
2 
1 

l 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
0 

Lot 
0 
0 
0 
1 
l 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 

l 
l 
l 
1 
1 
0 
0 

3 
2 
1 
1 
0 
l 

20 
900 

0 
l 
1 
1 
2 
0 
2 

1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
l 
l 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
l 
1 
3 
2 
l 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

4 
2 
1 
l 
0 
l 

30 
1500 

0 
1 
1 
l 
2 
0 
2 

1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
l 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
0 
1 
4 
0 
1 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Lot 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 

40 
1800 

1 
2 
l 
1 
0 
0 
0 

1 
0 

Lot 
Lot 

6 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
6 
2 
l 

0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 

Lot 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 

45 
4000 

0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 

1 
0 

Lot 
.Lot 

6 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
6 
2 
l 

0 
0 
Ci 
2 
0 

l 
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APPENDIX Cv 'J:ABtE I {Continued) 

lla.'nt Size~ Read Per Hour 
Egui.:emep.t 2.0 40 60 75 90 

(Quantity) 

Drag cionveyox· 0 0 1 l l 
Blood dryer 4 1/2 X 16 0 0 1. 0 0 
Skim tank 0 0 1 0 0 
Vertical Kelly duplex feed bagger 0 0 l 0 0 
By=pass assemblies for barometric 

condensers 0 0 1 0 0 
Super si.lve:r top steam traps 0 0 l 0 0 

Office Equipment 
Executives desk 1 l 1 l l 
Executives chair 1 l 1 l l 
Management desks 4 11 15 18 20 
Management chairs 4 11 15 18 20 
Secretaries desks 3 3 4 5 6 
Secretaries chairs 3 3 4 5 6 
Typewriters 3 4 5 6 7 
Desk calculators l 2 4 6 8 

· Adding machines Jl 2. 2 3 3 
Check writer ll. 1 l 1 1 
Safe l 1 l l l 
Intercommunicaticm::. l 1 l l 1 

system ( s ta ti. m:11s) 5 10 16 19 22 
Typewriter tables l 1 1 2 3 
Duplicators l 1 1 l 1 
File cabinets 16 30 42 49 54 
Guest chairs 10 18 25 30 35 
Bookcases 3 6 8 10 12 
Drinking fountain 1 l l 1 2 
Time clock l l 1 1 l 
Postal scale 1 1 1 l 1 
Supply cabinets 1 2 3 3 4 



APPENDIX. D, TABI.E I 

Alt~'lUAL wAGE SCF£DULE OF HOURLY El{PLO~EES2 

~.,.-- -·-,m-- ,.... ~-

Kfo'!ldy 
W~g;®b Va©aUolffi llii@ai,lt:h & 
'°'"'·.'.·"""' 'oJ,,,Ic w.y,i,;11 ,;:,"-'"'""d Ct.,~-~"?~ .[;Q> l{',,;e.~~.::r..=~-

1. S-2 
1.as 
lQSJl 
L, 
1 .. 
"' .,.. 
IL. 
,,j 
.±~•-
',· "'• 
~ 1• ••&• 
n •• 60&1 
"')) 
!;,;,,.. 
6.)) •• 
i .. 
z. 

145.60 
Jl.48.0QI 
152.80 
1.53. 60 
156.«:J()) 
156.80 
158 .. 40 
ll.60.80 
167.20 
169.60 
173C>60 
176 .. 00 
181.40 
188.,80 
200.,010 

ll0.00 
l11Y.OO 
1221().,00 
r.:tiJ;. 00 
121(}'.,I[);\) 

iic:. Oto 
t tr1.J. 

• (('11/) 

7~2~() • 
r~ ~tc~o-
1m.oo 
1~.00 
120 .. 
ltij.00 

·-----=-----_____ =:,,,;.,::'=~= 

90 P@r:©~ut Rat®d 95 Fer@~nt Rated 
Lillll® SP§t~ ~~Al@w Lia® ~Jl'®®d Ra t~d Liuei 5peed 

Awmual Min:b.1ram. '.r©t.o:!,l Annill~l 'r©t&1l A@filua.l A,mmual T@tal Arurm.i~l 
Mi~imuroe Annu.!,l Wa&ef Wall~!.._.__ W~geh Wagei Wagej 

3~407.04 
3!)463.,2(1 
3,575.,52 
3$594.24 
3i,650.40 
3!)669.12 
3!)706 .. 56 
J,s 7620 n 
3~912048 
.3l> 9680 6·4 
4J06Z.24 
4$118 .. 40 
4,268.16, 
4s417.92 
4~680.00 

(D@ll~rg} . 

3r 672.,{)4 
3.731.20 
3, 84,S. 32 
3$867.84 
3$926040 
3s, 9b..,5o 92 
3r984,,96 
4~ f.)4.~~o- 32 
l}~1.90.68 
4~ ft.:J.8'o 1£:4 
4i, 355 .. 84 
lis41ifi-.40 
4s5'1>t1.56 
4,i 726 .. 72 
5sooo.oo 

3,59©.32 
3,655.6Q'.J) 
3,774.16 
3,793.92 
3,85].20 
3,872;.96 
3,91::l:.48 
3,971.76 
4,129! .. 84 
4,189.U 
4,287.92. 
4,347.20 
4,505\.28 
4,662).,36 
4,940.00 

3®861.92 
39923.60 
4,046 .. 96 
4r067,52 
4!>129.20 
4i,149.76 
4;,190.,88 
4w252 • .56 
4;,417.04 
4~478.72 
4r581.52 
4s643.20 
4s,807.68 
4~972 .. 16 
5~260.,00 

3~785.60 
39848 .. 00 
3,972.80 
39 993., 60 
4j056.00 
4~«)76.,80 
4sU8.40 
4sl80.80 
4s347.20 
4s409.60 
4~513.,60 
4s,576.00 
4~742.40 
4~908.80 
5~200.00 

49051.20 
4 11 U.6.00 
4,245.60 
4 9 267.20 
4 9 332 .. 00 
4~353. 60 
4j396 .. 80 
4s,461.60 
4,634.40 
4$699.20 
4,807.20 
4,872.00 
5,044.80 
5s217.60 
59520.00 

-~=·~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

a,wa.ge J±'vX'<R•t! t1.3@!® (xf~;1J&~ion ~,ay ~ h\Oli,day~ f heal tli az'ild welfare, a.Till@ overtime) ba1S1ed on an 
t,12;:1cq,®t(!.®1ti1.t bstwEie,m ,1:G1~'S~11,1 M'$&1.t Packer@$ Iiml';., $ a:r1;;:l A!n£1.lg~ated Meat Cutter&J and Butcher Workers of 
Nl!::,rth At-n@r:i@a$ A:in .. -mr.9J I,®cal No. 540. 

'° t;J 



.Afl'El'IDIX D, TABJI.E I (C©,tiiltb1,11@d) 

1\1.!!g® n:at@~ Vti."&';{ 1[!@1,~:td@E'gttJ,ly flf©m l@©a.ti®n ti! l©t!a'Gion. Th,~~@ i:ad;~~ were @@ll@~t®d aft@1: 
~©'h'i1Tu1&!Xi1mg; th~ wag;@ if~fs:®~ @f @®W~t'$.l p:l~li'ilf;~ with Wti!)~d~t~d wage rat@ii,j t:®k@·@ fEom ~ ~tn]ii!t~r~ 
©'@t'j$S Ilt Nl!)o 5~. 

ltl~~@®d ©li'il tw@ ~:r®@!k® c "J'a@ati~lnl with fwll f£Y (f'vlll p;i'!y based ©i1't 40-K'il©\1ill: week) o 

d)i\ WQ;Rm of $10,.:DifJ ® m©rmth ©E' $UO. 00 lit. y@@r f?t~'E' @'.flihjp,1@y®® is J'i1la.1@ biit© &. tru~t by th@ ®mfloy@l' 
ff<'.,,r th@ J?\\!llri@©®@ ©:IE 1,1:@•(fid:t~ H.@t:tlt'::h. &2.nd W@lfa;.1:® b€1l'k't~fiti\t t® the ®m.J$!l,t],y@®®• 

®~" ll. - ' -;@-•'<fl: 'k -;;'J((;\1@1;' ' ;l Wa.:!5@ is;,sW.~;]l Ji.Isl I !!!, bt©\\!'.X'® • 

4',, ,/11 'j\ • "' '" ,;, ; • . bS)lillfil ©.!I: @CC1.tl.~1001m~ a: 11 "'~t 8.'B.A(f;t E+o 

g~ ,r,,,~,,.-, ~ ~• ~,,,. is<.~"°' I':> ,f w,{e)r,;; 11 Qi 7 ,i, 'b""f'·" , • ._.,,. 
..,"""'--' l.:..'.:,l:. ,'.!:.;J m:C!t!,0 19 t;:;t.::.:.~~--=--e &,;;, li ~ !h\l;t"~&ee 

~. . . 
fl,sJ. 7\]100. @f :j {)) 1 f:]'i!l:'if:.~ £8 Si 

·' 6 l{t}\lli't.""!:sr w~g@ ei;:1it®r!: 

j~.tim ([Jf @(g·lu~ili~ tcJ, 
e~ ~ 

j;, ~r,i@i 6c 

"' .:z J} 

@©t01&~ •. 

~li!'.tcil. 8,c 

,J;j. 

+-



Oir@1;'~ 

Thl(,t;f.JJ:irly T@td tim@ 
W&i@ A111111uJJal W'ag®h 

=~~~~=ya__g_~a ~~~.". 

lo82 4l)05lo20 dl~ 71 
1..~5 4sU6.00 i.1'® 
l.91 4s245.,6it· l.81 
1~·~2 4l) 26,7 0 20 2..,88 
t&-~)5 4&332.,00 2_. s·<i} 
le:. 4~ 353o.6;Q:: i.94 
"i' 6. 4"396.80 i. 9r1 
'" L--o- 4l)461. 6,G "'5i .. ]}~ 

q 4» 634., ,4.(j; J~o 14 C'~ 0-

2~12 4,~ 699 0 20, 3~.l~ 
}{,Q Jl 1 4&8010 20, ~ 

...:.f!C,: 

t .. 20 4l)sn.oo 3,oJf}i 
2; 0 2l8 5 & (]44,., 8,(0) lo~~z 
:~o l6 5&217.6(} ~.54 
~ .. 510 5»520.01) s .. n 
·=~=~-=,===-= 

APPENDIX D, TABJL.E I.a 

At~ffl'A!. WAGE SCIBlli."1JULE OF EOURLY EMPLOYEES 

Aniruuitl 
Oven:time0 

283.,92 
289.,12 
298.48 
299.,.52 
3040 Tl 
30S:.,76 
308.88 
314008 
326., 56 
330.,72 
339.04 
3}i3o20 
355.68 
368.16 
390.,00 

4l)335.12 
4&405.12 
'1,9544.08 
4s.566.7'l 
4.~ 6.36. 12 
4l>659.36 
4s705.,68 
4~765.63 
4/:'.ll60.96 
5p029 .. 92 
5s l46.,2(L'b 
5s215.20 
5i400.4.fi 
5/H35.76 
5$910.,00 

110% Rated Lin@ Sp@.§!d 
Annual Alrml~al Wag® 
Ovt'Jir= 

567 .. 84 4s6l9,,04 
578.24 4i694.,24 
596.96 l}s 842., 56 
599.04 4s86, .. 24 
609 .. 44 49941.44 
61lo52 4i,965.l2 
~IU. 76 S~OU,.,56 
628.16 5~039 .. 76 
653.12 5i,281.52 
661.44 5is360.,64 
678 .. 08 5r•485* 28 
686.40 5i558.40 
7U..36 5~7.56:.16 
736. 32 5/~53. 92 
780.00 6,300.00 

aC@llumn 9 Al,l)ZJ~Zi!i~iz: D ~ T&1bl@ I .. 

115% Rated Line Sp~ed 
Annual An~ual Wage 

Ov~r= plu~ ();Ter= 
tim®h 

851.76 4s902.96 
867.36 4$983.36 
895.44 59141.04 
898 .. 56 5~165 .. 76 
914.16 59246.16 
917.28 .5f270.88 
926.64 59323.44 
942 .. 24 5~403.84 
979 .. 68 5i614.Cl8 
992 .. 16 5~691.36 

11>017.12 5~824.32 
li1029.60 5s901.60 
1 5 067.,04 69111.84 
1~104.,48 6$322.08 
1sl70.,00 6r690.00 

bBa@®<d. mi «.Hii~ <1,l.H@l @n®-hiiiJ.f times the emp1oy,'!l,~ 1 s basic straight time wage. Paid for all hours 
®V®t' 40 h«:m:r® bi e'!.ii"1l}r \\Jl!t@ work w~6k. 

co,y~i"time lhc,in:!y w~&;® time@ 104 hours. 

,&~ &: ,1. . - " - ' ' .,,,um, ©.1. C®luli.W.l!l® ,;;, a.irio 'l·o '° Vt 



AF?END:IX ~~ TABLE I.~(C©~ti~ued) 

6 0-W@x-t'd:..<ne lf1i.@111d:;r w&1gei titne~ 203 h@ur@,. 

fsum @f ~ol\liimn~ l an~ 6~ 

g<Ov~lftime !i@,1llJ'lt'll.y W@,i® Um.efill 312 h®ut>~. 

h~~m ©f ~~1~~~ 2 a~tl 8. 

"° ~ 
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APPENDIX. D, TABLE II 

S:YNTRBSIZED SALARIED PERSONNEL REQUIRIMINrS AND ANNUAL PERSONNEL 
COSTS OF THE FIVE MOl)EL PI.ANTS ' 

Outeut eer Hour 
fosition · Item 20 40 60 ·75 90 

(Number of Head) 

General Mana.g!r Wage 9,500 119500 149500 11,.soo 25,000 
Number (1) (1) (1) (l) (1) 

· Senior Buyer Wage 9,000 99000 11,500 11,500 
Number (1) (1~ (1) (1) 

Sales Manager Wage 9,000 93000 11,500 11,500 
Number (1) (1) (1) (1) 

Plant Superin-
tendent Wage 7,500 9,000 11,500 11,500 

Number (1) (1) (1) (1) 

Assistant Plant 
Superintendent Wage 5~200 5,600 6,000 

Number (1) (1) (l) 

Buyers Wage 7,500 7,500 7,500 8,500 8,500 
Number (2) (3) (5) (6) (7) 

Sellers Wage 7,500 7,500 7,500 8,500 8,500 
Number (2) (3) ' (5) (6) (7) 

Of fie er Manager Wage 9,000 9,000 11,500 11,500 
Number (1) (1) (1) (1) 

Switch Board Wage 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 
Number (1) (1) (1) (1) 

Secretary Wage 3·,000 3,000 39600 3,600 3,600 
Number (1) c:o (2) (2) (3) 

Bookkeeper Wage 69000 6))000 6,000 6~000 6~000 
Number (1) (1) (1) (2) (2) 

Payroll and 
Billing Clerk Wage 3,600 3:,600 3,600 3))600 3,600 

Number _(l) (1) (1) (1) (1) 

Total · Wage 52.~100 1069600 1509500 196~900 226,000 
Number (8) (15) (21) (24) (27) 



0 era'tion · 

Kill' Floor Labor 
Drive 
Pen 
Knock 
Shackle .& Hoist. 
Sticking 
Scalping 
Remove Right -Hind Le,g 
·Open Right llut.t 
Transfer 
Remove Left Hind L~g 
Open Left Butt . 
Remove Front Legs 
Rim Over 

· Open s,hanks, Clear out 
Skin pit of shanks 
Clear·Rosette 
Clear Flanks 
Open Aitch Bone 
Rump 
·Drop Bungs 
Open & Pull Tail.s 
Pull ·Hide 
Pull Fells 
Saw Brisket 
Back 
Drop Hides 
Eviscerate 
Saw or Split Carcass 

APPENDIX D, TABLE III 

SYNTHESIZED KILL FLOOR CREWS AND ANNUAL LABOR COSTS FOR THE FIVE MODEL PLANTS 

Outeut eer Hour, in Number of Head 
20 40 60 75 90 

Hourly Number 0£ Annual Cos·t Number of Annual Cost Number of Annual Cost Number of Annual. Co.st Number of Annual Cosi 
wa. es Workers. Per Workerb Workers 8 · Per Worker Workers• Per Workerb Workers 8 Per Worker Workers8 Per Worker 

(Do.Uar.s) '(Dollars} .(Dollars) (Dol1ars) Dollars ·(Dollars) 

'·"J ] 1 4,116.00 1 4,116.00 1 4,116.00 1 ,4_,116.00 . 
1.85 } 1 4,353.60 J 1 4,353.6o 1 1· 4,353.60 
1.96 1 4,.634.l+O 

J 1.95. l 4,634.40 1 4,332.00 2 4,332.00 2 ·4,332.00 
2.09 J 2 4,634.40 l 3 4,634.40 J 4 

. 4,634.40 · 
2.09 1 {l) 4.,63t..40 2 (1) 4,634 .• 40 ,.~} l 

1 4,396.8'0 1 '4,396.Bo 2 · 4,396.80 
1.9.8, 1 4,396.80 I 4,396.Bo 1 .4,396.80 
1.98 2 (2) 2 . 4,396 •. 80 l 4,396.80 1 4,396.80 

. 1.98 1 4,.396.80 1 4,396.Bo 1 4,396.80 
1.98 1 4,396.80 1 4,396.Bo 1 4,396.80 
1 .• 98 1 (1) 2 (1) 1 4,396~80 

] 
2 4,396.Bo 2 • 4:.396.80 

2.2°} 
1 (2.) 4,872.00 1 2 4,872.00 ) 3 4,872.00 

2.20 1 (3) -4,872.00 } 3 4;872.00 
2.2-0 2 (3) } l 4;872.00 J 3 

·4,872.00 
2.12 1 4,699.20 

2.12} 2 (2) 4,699.20 } 1 4,699.20 

J 
1 4,699.20 ) 1 4;699.20 1 4,699.20. 

2.12 l 4,'699.20 

'·"} 1(4) 5,044.80 1 5;044.8o ·1. 5,044.80. 
2.12 1 (5) .4,872. 00 2 5,044.80 } 1 4,872.00 l .4,699.20 
2.20 1 5,044.80 1 (4) l· 4,872.00 
2.20 1 4,872.00 l (1) 4,87-2.00 

C 

2.20 1 (5) 1 (2) 1 4,872.00 2 (1) 5,217.60 

1.92 1 (3) 1 (2) l (1) 

} 2.36} 1 (4) 5,217.60 2 (3) 5,217.60 l l (2) 5,217.60 2 5,217.6o 2(1) 1(2)5,217 •. 60 
2.17 .. l (2) 
2.01 1(5) 4,461.60 1(6) 4,461.60 2 4,461.60 2 4;461.66. 3 4,461.60 
2.50 1 5,520.00 l 5,520.00 2 5,520.00 2 5,520,00 2 s,s20._oo 

\C 
00 



APPENDIX D, TA.BLE III (Continued) 

Out2ut 2erHc,ur, in Number of Head 
.20 40 60 

Hourly Number of Annual Cost Number of Annual Cost Number o! · Annual Cos5 
02eration Wages Workersa Per Workerb Workers a Per Worker0 Workers Per Worker 

(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
Kill Floor Labor 

·Trim Bruises 1.95 1(4) 

J 
l (6.) 1 (7) ] 2 4,332.00 

Scribe & -trim neck 1.92. 1(5) 1(7) 4,332.00 
Scale 1.92 1(6) 4,267.20 1 4,267.20 
High Wash 1.8n 1 l 4,051.20 
Low Wash 1 •. 82 l 4,245.60 1 4,051.20 
High Shroud 1.91 

1 
3 -4,245,60 1 4,245.60 

Low Shroud 1.91} 1(6) l 4,245.60 
Push into Cooler 1.85 2 4,116.00 

TOTAL 11 52,296.00 19 88,658.40 31 141,268.80 

8 Similar figures in parentheses indicate that the operatiors are being performed by ·the same man or men. 

bThe worker will _always be paid the wage rate of the highes.t skill he is perfo.rming. 

75 
:Number of 

::u:!r~~:t Workersa 
(Dollars) 

] 3 4,332.00 

1 4,267.20 
1 4,051.20 
1 4,051.20 
1 4,245.60 
1 4,245.60 
2 4,ll6.00 

38 173,104.80 

90 
Humber o! _Annual Cos5 

Workers Per Worker 
(Dollars) 

J 3 
4,332.00 

1 4,267.20 
2 4,051.20 
1 4,051.20 
1 4,245.60 
2- 4,245.60 
2 4,116.00 

47 214,555.20 

·Source: Labor requir:emeilts were taken from s·pecifica.tions supplied by Allbright-Nell Co., Chicago, .and sele.cted slaughter plants In the Southwest. 
These were used to syn.thesize the kill floor crews with the help of Donald R. Hammons. Tndustrial Research Entineer, of the Handling and 
Fa:c.ilities Research Branch, Transportation and Facilit,ies Research Division, Agricultural Marketing Service, IJ. s. Department of Agriculture. 

\0 
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APPENDIX D, TABLE IV 

SYNTHESIZED CREWS AND ANNUAL LABOR COSTS FOR THE SUPPORTING OPERATIONS !N THE FIVE MODEL PLANTS 

Operation 

Hot Offal Labor 
Foremanc 
Separate, open & flush 

paunches 
Bone heads, save brains 
Trim plucks, hang offal 
Wash hang, brand edible 

Houtly 
Wages 

(Dollars) 

2.28 

1,95 
1,95 
1,95 

offal, inedible trucks 1,95 

Cold Offal Labor 
Foremanc 2,28 
Truck edible offal, trim 

tongues spread offal to 
chill, assist inedibl.e 
trucker 1.95 

1,95 Pack offal 
Assemble local orders, 

load trucks 1,95 
Wash barrels, hook trucks, 

Tub trucks, shelf 
trucks, & buckets 1,95 

Cooler Labor 
ForemanC 
Remove shrouds, push 

carcasses 

Dock Labor 
ForemanC 
Roll beef, hook cars 

and trucks 
Push to scale 
Scale 

2,28 

1,95 

2,28 

1,95 
1,95 
1,95 

20 
Number-of Annual Cos6 Number of 

Workersa ·Per Worker Workersa 

} 
l 

J 

1 

1 

2 (1) 

1 

2(1) 

1 

1 

(Dollars) 

5,044,80 

4,332.00 

5,044.80 

4,332.00 

4,332.00 

5,044.80 

S,044,80 

l 

1 
1 

1 

1 (1) 

2 

2 

1 (1) 

1 

3 

l 

1 
1 

40 

!:;u~!r~~:~ 
(Dollars) 

5,044,80 

4,332,00 
4,332.00 

4,332.00 

5,044.80 

4,332,00 

4,332.00 

5,044.80 

4,332.00 

51 044,80 

4,332.00 
4,332.00 

Output per Hour, in Number of Head 
60 75 

Number of Annual Cost 
Workersa Per Workerb 

J 

1 

3 

1 

1 

3 

3 

1 

l 

3 

1 

1 
1 

(Dollars) 

5,044.80 

4,332.00 

4,332.00 

5,044,80 

4,332,00 

4,332.00 

4,332,00 

5,044,80 

4,332.00 

5,044.80 

4,332.00 
4,332.00 

Number of 
Workers a 

1 

3 
2 

1 

l 

s 

4 

1 

1 

4 

1 

l 
1 

Annual Cos£ 
Per Worker 

Dollars) 

5,044.80 

4,332.00 
4,332.00 

4,332.00 

5,01.t-4.80 

4,332.00 

4,332.00 

4,332.00 

5,044.80 

4,332.00 

5,044.80 

4,332.00 
4,3;'12.00 

90 
Number of Annual Cos6 

Workersa Per Worker 

2 

3 
3 

1 

2 

6 

4 

1 

1 

6 

2 

2 
1 

(Dollars) 

5,044,80 

4,332.00 
4,332.00 

_ 4,332,00 

4,332,00 

s,044.so 

4,332,00 
4,332,00 

4,332.00 

4,332.00 

5,044.80 

4,332.00 

5,044.80 

4,332.00 
4,332.00 
4,332.00 

1--" 
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0 



APPENDIX D, TABLE IV (Continued) 

Outeut I!er Hour, in Number· of Head 
20 40 60 

Hourly Number 0£ Annual Cosi Numlier of Annual Cos5 Number o·f Annual Cost a a Per Workerli Oeeration Wages . Workers _ Per Worker Workers Per Worker Workers 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dol1ars) 

Dock Pl.!Sher 1,95 
Luggers 1.95 3 4,332.00 6 4,332.00 6 4,332.00 

Rendering Labor 
ForemanC 2.28 l 5,044.80 1 5,044.80 1 5,044.80 
Helper 1.92 1 4,267.20 1 4,267.20 

Maintenance Labor 
Foremanc 2.36 1 5,217.60 l 5,217.60 1 5,217.60 
Helper 2.17. 1 4,807.20 2 4,807.20 

TOTAL 12 56,433.60 26 117,492.00 31 139,627.20 

asimilar figures in parentheses indicate that: t:he operations are being performed by the same man or men. 

bThe worker will always ·be paid the wage rate of t:he highest skill he is performing. 

Number of 
·workers a 

8 

1 
2 

1 
3 

41 

cThe operation·s performed by the foreman were arbitrarily designated, since they would vary greatly in actual plants. 

Annual Cos6 Number of a Per Worker - Workers 
{Dollars) 

4,332.00 10 

5,044.80 1 
4,267.20 2 

5,217.60 1 
4,807.20 4 

183,357.60 52 

Source: Labor requirements.were taken from specifications supplied by Allbright-Nell Co., Chicago, and selected slaughter plants in the Southwest. 

90 
Annual Cost 
Per Workerb 

(Dollars) 

4,332.00 

5,044.80 
4,267.20 

5,217.60 
4,_807 .20 

231,484.80 

These were used to synthesize the kill floor crews with the help of Donald R. Hammons, Industrial Research Engineer, of the Handling and 
Facilities Research Branch, Transportation and Facilities Research Division, Ag.ricultural Marketing Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
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